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Abstract

This bachelor’s thesis aims to analyze binge-watching with the help of uses and

gratifications theory and discover what motivates people to binge-watch. The literature

review provides the necessary theoretical background for analyzing binge-watching

behavior. It presents the definitions of streaming services and binge-watching as well as

the theoretical basis of uses and gratifications theory. Then, this thesis introduces the

existing research on uses and gratifications of TV and new media consumption, which

have both proven to be relevant in the previous binge-watching studies. After that, this

thesis discusses different approaches researchers have taken to analyze the uses and

gratifications of binge-watching. In the empirical analysis, the thesis poses two research

questions regarding the technological and psychological drivers of binge-watching. The

thesis attempts to answer those questions by doing a thematic analysis of in-depth

interviews where respondents share what features or psychological needs motivate them

to binge-watch.

Abstrakt

Cílem této bakalářská práce je analyzovat binge-watching pomocí teorie užití a

uspokojení a zjistit, co lidi k binge-watchingu motivuje. Teoretická část práce poskytuje

teoretické pozadí pro analýzu modelu chování zvaného binge-watching, představuje

definice streamingových služeb a binge-watchingu, a prezentuje teoretické základy

teorie užití a uspokojení. Poté tato práce představuje stávající výzkum užití a uspokojení

televize a nových médií, jelikož se ukázal být relevantní v předchozích studiích užití a

uspokojení binge-watchingu. Dále tato práce pojednává o různých přístupech, které

vědci zvolili při analýze užití a uspokojení binge-watchingu. V rámci empirické analýzy

si autorka klade dvě výzkumné otázky zabývající se technologickými a

psychologickými faktory binge-watchingu. Tato práce se na ně pokouší odpovědět

pomocí tematické analýzy dat získaných z hloubkových rozhovorů o tom, co motivuje

lidi k binge-watchingu.
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Introduction

Two decades ago, there was only one way to consume television content — the

television itself. Most TV sets only had one or two dozens of channels, so the viewer’s

choices were rather limited. The channels would air several episodes of a TV series per

week, and one show could stretch for weeks or months, keeping the viewers engaged

until the very end. No one saw it as an inconvenience until there was a new way to

watch TV shows. In the last few years, streaming services gained prominence and

replaced scheduled TV for many people all over the world. Now, with streaming

services, everyone can choose exactly what to watch and how much to watch in one

sitting. A newfound possibility to watch an entire show in one day led to a new

phenomenon — binge-watching, which describes consuming several hours of television

content at once (Schweidel and Moe, 2016).

As a new phenomenon, binge-watching remains an under-researched topic. This

bachelor’s thesis is an attempt to analyze binge-watching from the perspective of uses

and gratifications theory. The theory was first introduced in 1974 by Katz, Blumler and

Gurevitch, and it has regained its importance when new media researchers sought to

find out what motivates people to use certain technology and media formats (Rubin,

2009). In this thesis, uses and gratifications theory is applied to binge-watching in order

to find out what drives binge-watching behavior in viewers. While some research has

been done on the topic, most studies have focused on either the technological features of

streaming services or the psychological needs of the viewers. This thesis tries to analyze

the bigger picture and consider both technological and psychological factors

simultaneously.

The literature review lays the groundwork for the empirical study by defining the key

concepts and presenting research that has been previously done on the topic. The first

chapter discusses the emergence of streaming services, their special features, and how

people use them. When drafting the research proposal, the author intended to dedicate a

separate chapter to the users’ behavior on streaming services. However, while writing

the thesis, the author decided to only briefly introduce the ways people interact with

streaming services in the first chapter. It turned out to be nearly impossible to define a
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universal streaming service behavior model, and neither was it the focus of this thesis.

The second chapter focuses on the way of using streaming services that is the most

important for this thesis, which is binge-watching. In that chapter, the author provides a

definition of binge-watching and describes the main characteristics of binge-watching

behavior. Chapter three introduces the uses and gratifications theory and its principles,

which are instrumental for conducting and understanding uses and gratifications

research. Chapters four and five present the existing research on uses and gratifications

of television and new media, respectively. Television research that focuses on the

psychological needs fulfilled by TV content is particularly important for this thesis

since the content itself, such as TV shows and series, is the same on scheduled TV and

streaming services. At the same time, new media uses and gratifications research is

essential for analyzing streaming services as digital media, comparing them to TV, and

identifying the features that may encourage people to binge-watch. Chapter six

concludes the literature review. It discusses the approaches different researchers have

taken while analyzing the uses and gratifications of binge-watching and the findings of

their studies.

The empirical analysis starts by introducing the research questions and the research

methodology. For an unexplored topic such as binge-watching, a qualitative study in the

form of half-structured in-depth interviews was deemed the most appropriate. Then the

author explains the respondent selection and discusses thematic analysis as the chosen

data analysis method. Afterward, the author separately analyses various technological

and psychological drivers of binge-watching mentioned by the respondents. Finally, in

the discussion chapter, the author summarizes the findings and answers the research

questions. The discussion chapter compares this study’s findings to previous

binge-watching research and presents several limitations of this study.
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1. Literature review
1.1. Binge-watching on streaming services

1.1.1. Streaming services

Before the digital revolution, the television content and the way it was consumed were

controlled by major production houses and television channels. Now, TV companies are

rivaled by independent content producers and smaller-scale media broadcasters (Nanda

and Banerjee, 2020). The digital revolution allowed people to free themselves from the

rigid schedules of appointment television. It gave them a chance to access a variety of

television content online at any time, pace, or place (Jenner, 2017). The so-called

streaming services offer on-demand video content such as popular movies, series, and

reality shows as well as original content that’s exclusively available on the producers’

services. Since the scheduling and selection of content are now in the viewer’s hands,

major broadcasters no longer have the power to decide what content people watch and

when the watching takes place. Besides, since the large broadcasters are losing their

viewers to streaming services, they are not the only ones who can create high-quality

content anymore (Nanda and Banerjee, 2020). Compared to appointment television,

streaming services enable the viewers to consume video content in a non-linear fashion

and engage in time-shifted viewing. The digital revolution has also affected the

technology on which the content is consumed — most streaming services can be

accessed on personal computers, smartphones, tablets, and TV sets. Since the content is

posted online, there’s also an option to download it legally or illegally and consume it

offline (Feiereisen et al., 2019).

The shift from linear to non-linear viewing started in 1999 with the emergence of the

digital video recorder (DVR). It introduced the possibility of watching prime-time

shows on TV at any time. Instead of rushing to their TV sets to see the latest episodes

and sitting through commercials, people could save the content for later, play, and pause

it whenever they wanted. (Nanda and Banerjee, 2020). However, a truly autonomous

viewing experience only became possible after the Internet, and consequently, streaming

services became commonplace (Jenner, 2017). As the Internet kept evolving and

became more accessible to people, mobile devices such as smartphones, laptops, and
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tablets started appearing on the market as well. Stable wireless internet connection and

various devices gave people full control of how and where they consumed televised

content (Nanda and Banerjee, 2020).

While the online streaming market has become quite saturated in the last few years,

studies show that Netflix is by far the most popular service among people who consume

VOD, followed by Hulu, Amazon, and HBO GO (Pena, 2017; Pittman and Sheehan,

2015). Originally founded as a DVD rental in 1997, Netflix possesses several unique

features that contribute to its popularity. Unlike its competitors, it releases the entire

shows or seasons of shows at once, allowing its viewers to create their own schedules

and watch at their own pace (Jenner, 2017). It does not have any commercials and

requires the user to opt out if they want to stop watching a show — the next episode

will turn on automatically without any action on the viewer’s part (Pittman and

Sheehan, 2015). Since Netflix is a subscription-based service, the company’s objective

is to keep the users from unsubscribing. The primary tool that helps the company

achieve that goal is personalized recommendations that every user sees after logging

into their profile. Albeit imperfect, the recommender system usually suggests the

content that fits the viewer’s taste, thus minimizing the time spent on content selection

and maximizing the amount of content the users feel they should watch (Pittman and

Eanes, 2015).

Despite the abundance of content available, research shows that many people can limit

themselves to watching only a couple of episodes at a time. Namely, 24% of people

usually watch only one episode of their favorite show, and 59% watch two or three

(Sung, Kang and Lee, 2018). Arguably, it’s not the content itself that draws people to

streaming services but the prestige, coolness, and sense of belonging that their users

share (Pittman and Sheehan, 2015). Besides their eagerness to fit in, Pittman and

Sheehan (2015) define other characteristics of typical streaming service customers.

They say that the audience is mainly young, affluent viewers who can afford the

subscription every month and value fresh, high-quality content the services can offer.

Subscription aside, they also need to own proper technology to consume the content

(Pittman and Sheehan, 2015).
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Furthermore, Kim and Lee (2013) identify four types of viewers depending on their

motivations and behavior on streaming services — Passionates, Pastimers, Pragmatics,

and Phobics. Passionates show the biggest excitement about all the advantages of

streaming services, which include permanent access, entertainment, information,

pastime, and fashion/status. Passionates spend more time consuming content than other

viewers. Pastimers only use the services when they have nothing else to do and show no

specific content preferences. Pragmatics are goal-driven viewers who consume content

for status and information purposes. Phobics prefer sports and documentaries but use

streaming services significantly less often than other viewers (Kim and Lee, 2013).

1.1.2. Binge-watching

Since binge-watching is a relatively new phenomenon, it does not have a universal

definition yet (Nanda & Banerjee, 2020). Schweidel and Moe (2016) define

binge-watching as the consumption of several episodes of a television series in one

sitting. They emphasize that binge-watching is characterized by a heavy rate of

consumption and typically entails consuming multiple episodes of one television show.

Pittman and Sheehan (2015) apply the term to viewing more than one episode in one

sitting. They also point out that bringing the minimum number of episodes to just two

works to the advantage of streaming services. Binge-watching is a cultural trend, and

people want to be a part of it. Therefore, if more people identified themselves as

binge-watchers, the streaming services could have more subscribers (Pittman and

Sheehan, 2015).

Jenner (2017) considers autonomy one of the critical components of binge-watching.

She argues that watching several hours of appointment television cannot be considered

binge-watching since it is the broadcasters and not the viewers who decide what and

when will be shown on screen. Binge-watching, on the other hand, is self-planned and

self-managed. The audience is not only exposed to a plethora of content and ways to

consume it but is also given a tool for “instant gratification” where they can find out

what happens next immediately (Peña, 2017).
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Some researchers posit that other factors besides the number of episodes must be

considered when defining binge-watching. Since the word “binge” implies excess,

Jenner (2017) argues that the definition of binge should start with the definition of

norm. However, watching television is a very personal activity, which makes the norm

practically impossible to define. Trouleau et al. (2016) introduce three other factors that

can affect or cause binge-watching. The first one is the number of episodes available to

the viewer since some viewers might want to watch more, but the new episodes have

not been released yet. The second factor is the difference in motivations and behavior

among frequent and occasional or heavy and light binge-watchers. Lastly, external

factors such as the time of day or the show consumed can also influence the viewers’

behavior (Trouleau et al., 2016). For example, 1 episode of a sitcom usually lasts around

30 minutes, while drama shows tend to have longer episodes, which makes the number

of episodes an unreliable reference point. If scheduled television were considered the

norm, anyone who consumed more than one episode per week could be considered a

binge-watcher (Jenner, 2017).

Even though binge-watching is a new phenomenon, it has already become the new

normal for many people all across the globe. A survey conducted by MarketCast in

2013 in the US showed that 70% of respondents had binge-watched a show at some

point in their lives. Although only 5% of people consume television content exclusively

through binge-watching, 60% of people binge-watch at least once a week (Annalect,

2014; MarketCast, 2013). Among young people, college students in particular,

binge-watching is much more popular than appointment television. In one study, 81% of

college students said they had only seen one or two shows on TV, and 27% said they

never watched linear TV at all (Pena, 2017).

Another unique characteristic of binge-watching behavior is that only 17% percent of

people binge-watch with someone else. Up to 83% of viewers consume the content by

themselves and nearly always do it at home (MarketCast, 2013; Sung, Kang and Lee,

2018). Despite the autonomy the streaming services enable, most binge-watchers claim

their binge-watching sessions are often unplanned. Initially, they intend to watch only
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one or two episodes, but in the end, they find themselves unable to stop (MarketCast,

2013).

The inability to stop is one of the key aspects of binge behavior. The term “binge” is

commonly used to describe a short period of time when a person engages in excessive

behavior such as binge drinking or binge eating (Ramsay, 2013). Therefore, the word

“binge” carries a negative connotation and implies that such behavior is unhealthy.

However, compared to binge drinking and binge eating, binge-watching is more socially

acceptable and even expectable (Panda and Pandey, 2017). Many binge-watchers refer

to the practice as a “guilty pleasure”, and at the same time, over 50% of people feel

positive towards their binge-watching and do not plan to give it up (Annalect, 2014).

According to Chris Rethore at MarketCast (2013), people might prefer to binge-watch

alone precisely because of the guilt associated with it. They may feel ashamed of

wasting their time and indulging, so many people would rather keep their bingeing habit

to themselves.

Several researchers emphasize the importance of recognizing different types of

binge-watchers (Jenner, 2017; Trouleau et al., 2016, Flayelle et al., 2019). After

surveying 4039 TV series viewers, Flayelle et al. (2019) identified four clusters of

binge-watchers — recreational, regulated, avid, and non-regulated. The first group

shows little motivation towards binge-watching and thus hardly ever engages in it.

Regulated binge-watchers indulge from time to time, but their binges are usually

planned and motivated by emotional enhancement. Avid binge-watchers are

sensation-seeking, highly motivated viewers who binge-watch quite often but not to the

point where they feel guilty about it. Finally, unregulated binge-watchers see watching

TV shows as a highly emotional experience but also a coping mechanism. They view

binge-watching as a problematic issue and admit to losing control in their viewing

behavior as well as other areas of life such as alcohol consumption or internet use

(Flayelle et al., 2019).
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1.2. Uses and gratifications theory
1.2.1. Uses and gratifications framework

Since the earliest media research, academics have assumed that people choose the

media they consume depending on their needs, wishes, and motivations. Therefore, a

medium’s audience usually comprises people with not just similar tastes and interests

but similar individual motivations and needs as well. Such needs include but are not

limited to surveillance, relaxation, companionship, diversion, or escape (Rubin, 2009).

The idea of the appeal of certain media types to certain people lies at the core of the

uses and gratifications theory. In other words, the framework focuses on questions like

“Why do people use media?” and “What do they use them for?” (McQuail, 2010)

The idea of choosing media depending on one’s personal wants and needs goes hand in

hand with the concept of an active audience. After the uses and gratification theory

became popular in the 1970s, it became clear that audiences choose media with purpose,

and the process of deciding what media to consume is highly subjective (Sundar and

Limperos, 2013). Rubin (2009) refers to uses and gratifications as a concept where

people intentionally seek out media formats and content that match their needs.

Therefore, the decision-making is functional, and people go through various media

types to determine which one works best for their unique set of psychological needs.

When the idea of an active audience and the uses and gratifications theory were first

introduced in the 1940s, they faced a lot of criticism (McQuail, 2010). In response to

the criticism, Katz, Blumler, and Gurevitch refined the approach in 1974. They defined

U&G as a framework that deals with “(1) the social and psychological origins of (2)

needs, which generate (3) expectations from (4) the mass media or other sources, which

lead to (5) differential patterns of media exposure (or engagement in other activities),

resulting in (6) need gratifications and (7) other consequences, perhaps mostly

unintended ones”.

Katz, Blumler and Gurevitch (1974) describe the key elements of the uses and

gratifications model, where gratifications are the need satisfactions that are obtained

when a person’s need is satisfied by their interaction with the media.
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1. Mass media experiences are not mere coincidences or accidental choices of pastime

activity. One’s media choices are not caused by chance circumstances or a limited range

of availabilities, but rather, they reflect one’s psychological needs and motivations.

Although media consumption can be spontaneous and casual, the large patterns of

media use are shaped by the society’s expectations of what needs those media may

satisfy.

2. The perceived effects of mass media on people should not be generalized. Media’s

effect on people is the result of their personal initiative.

3. Media can fulfill certain psychological needs. People have a wide range of needs, and

while some of them can be fully or partially met by the media, others cannot. At the

same time, some needs can be met through both media consumption and other ways of

fulfilling needs. Therefore, we can say that media often compete with other sources of

need satisfaction.

4. When it comes to methodology, motivations for media use can be derived from the

data supplied by the audience members themselves. That means that people are

conscious of their psychological needs and the ways media can fulfill them. And even if

they are not, they are self-aware enough to recognize them when they are asked about it.

While referring to the uses and gratifications approach, it is important to recognize the

difference between gratifications sought and obtained. According to Katz, Blumler and

Gurevitch (1974), gratifications sought are the expectations formed before the media

exposure, while obtained gratifications refer to the effect of media consumption that

already took place. Therefore, we can assume that the media might not meet the

audience’s expectations, and the hoped-for outcome may not match the real-life

consequences of media exposure (Ruggiero, 2000).

Katz, Blumler and Gurevitch (1974) further point out that three aspects of the media

consumption process can satisfy the users’ needs: the content, the event of media

exposure, and the social context surrounding a typical exposure to certain media. Early

U&G studies mostly focused on the content itself, neglecting the role of the medium

and the way it is consumed. However, Lichtenstein and Rosenfeld (1983) extend the
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scope of U&G research by suggesting that the motivations and consequences of media

use are driven not just by psychological needs but also medium-specific needs of the

audience. Both new media such as streaming services or social networks and traditional

media like television or radio create a certain image in the audience’s minds, regardless

of the content they display. Since the audience has a particular perception of the

technology, we can conclude that new media technology may also create and drive new

expectations and needs in the audience rather than just fulfill the existing

socio-psychological needs (Nanda and Banerjee, 2020). Therefore, the framework is

particularly useful for analyzing new digital media and the needs they create (Rubin,

2009).

1.2.2. U&G of TV

Researches have analyzed television viewing motivations and gratifications for several

decades now. Many studies have created typologies of television use in relation to

people’s socio-psychological needs. Some researchers have focused on the effect

television has on people and concluded that it inspired alienation, hostility, and tension

in society. Many others perceived TV rather positively, claiming it helps people escape

the cruelties of the world, not engage in them (Kubey and Csikszentmihalyi, 1990).

According to numerous qualitative and quantitative studies on the uses and

gratifications of TV, it is possible to identify the most common motivations and

gratifications for TV viewing as escape, entertainment, social, routine, and information

(Conway and Rubin, 1991; Kubey and Csikszentmihalyi, 1990; Rubin, 1983; Conway,

1991).

Escape

In a study of television consumption, Kubey (1986) found that television viewing is an

activity particularly favored by people who wish to escape their real-life struggles and

issues. He claimed that not only do people try to avoid dealing with their problems by

watching TV, they also attempt to escape themselves and achieve, in a way, “alienation

from self”. In fact, negative feelings experienced by a person in the afternoon

dramatically increases the chances of the person engaging in heavy television viewing
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that very same night (Kubey and Csikszentmihalyi, 1990). Television viewing helps

people relax, destress, and avoid mental stimulation after a demanding day. Kubey and

Csikszentmihalyi (1990) have also found that a strong desire not to engage in any other

activities is a common characteristic of TV viewers. However, it remains unclear

whether that desire is caused by TV consumption, or oppositely, TV consumption

happens as a result of such sentiment.

Entertainment

Entertainment is a motivation closely linked to escape in a way that TV audiences often

prefer light, even unrealistic content over more realistic drama shows (Kubey and

Csikszentmihalyi, 1990). Rubin (1983) suggests that viewers who watch TV for

entertainment purposes feel a need to relieve boredom and do something in their free

time. They are not drawn to a particular type of content and do not show a preference

regarding the type of shows they watch, but rather, they satisfy their needs by

interacting with TV as a medium and enjoy the process as a whole. Research shows that

such an attitude towards TV watching is common among people with high anxiety

levels. They perceive TV as a way to experience something pleasurable and alleviate the

tension they feel in their real lives (Conway and Rubin, 1991). People with high stress

levels are also the ones who show the highest level of satisfaction with television

entertainment, which proves that television viewing is an effective stress coping

mechanism (Kubey, 1986).

Social

Television plays a key role in helping people build interpersonal and parasocial

relationships. When TV first appeared, a TV set in the living room functioned as a

gathering point for households. People watched the shows together and could engage in

conversations about them, thus deepening their relationship (Feiereisen et al., 2019).

Since there was a limited number of channels available, there was also a high chance

that people in your surroundings watched the same episode of the same program, which

led to so-called “water cooler conversations”. Even people who watched the show on

their own knew that millions of people were doing the same thing at the same time, so

they were not alone in that. Castelló (2007) suggests that such experiences can lead to
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social shifts, forming cultural identities and giving entire societies and nations a set of

shared values.

At the same time, many people’s TV viewing habits are closely connected to the

parasocial interactions with TV stars or hosts. Especially with long-standing shows, the

viewers can get so familiar with the characters that they start feeling a certain

attachment to the fictional personas on the screen, which leads to a bigger desire to

watch the show. Moreover, watching the same people on screen gives people a sense of

comfort, allows them to destress, and leads to higher enjoyment levels (Conway, 1991).

Since many people engage in TV viewing on their own, TV also helps people partially

replace real-life social interactions with one-sided сonversation with fictional characters

(Kubey and Csikszentmihalyi, 1990).

Routine

Not only does television help people build deeper relationships with each other, but it

also influences the structure of individuals’ and families’ daily routines. With linear TV,

people adjust their schedules to make sure they can make it on time for a certain show

(Rubin, 1983). Since different shows air at different times, many people associate their

daily activities with TV programs they watch while performing them, such as watching

the news while having breakfast or watching a prime-time show right after dinner.

Television viewing is a ritual for many households where family members gather at the

same time and place every day to watch TV together. Those rituals give people a sense

of unity and structure in their daily routines, which helps individuals plan their lives and

make sense of them (Feiereisen et al., 2019).

Information

One of the reasons why many people consume TV content is information or

surveillance. Such viewers don’t use TV as a means to escape reality. Instead, they view

it as a way to engage with it by watching sports games, news, or interview shows. For

such audiences, the main driver of watching TV is the content and not the interaction

with TV as a medium per se. A desire to learn something is often fueled by a wish to

stay educated and enhance one’s interpersonal relationships (Rubin, 1983) or learn
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about things that would help people find new ways to express themselves (Conway,

1991). Therefore, it is possible to conclude that people who seek specific types of

content watch TV for information needs, while individuals who do not have any content

preferences are motivated by other things like entertainment and escapism (Rubin,

1983).

1.2.3. U&G of new media

Before the Internet, it was easy to differentiate media types and the motivations people

have for using them. Compared to other media, the Internet provided the audiences with

unseen speed, variety, freedom, and ways to consume the content. Other media types,

such as social networks, began satisfying the needs that could not be met through

traditional media. Therefore, the emergence of the Internet marked the beginning of a

new era in the uses and gratifications research (Ruggiero, 2000).

After reviewing 20 U&G studies published from the 1940s up to 2013, Sundar and

Limperos (2013) noticed an overlap between gratifications for traditional and new

media, which includes gratifications such as arousal, escape, learning, habit, social

interaction, surveillance, passing time, relaxation, and entertainment. However, some

in-depth studies have shown that new gratifications, which were closely connected to

the emerging technology, have started emerging as well. For example, mobility

gratification has appeared after the emergence of mobile phones but later became a

common gratification for many other media and technologies (Sundar and Limperos,

2013).

New technology affected the U&G research in a massive way. It extended the scope of

U&G beyond socio-psychological needs to include technological aspects such as

interactivity, demassification, hypertextuality, and asynchronicity (Ruggiero, 2000). Due

to the interactive nature of new media, focusing on psychological needs only would fail

to recognize that people may develop new needs during their interaction with a medium.

People may start interacting with a medium without a specific goal or change their goals

along the way. The line between content gratifications and process gratifications has

been blurred as well (Rubin, 2009) since “neither the content nor the process is fixed or
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finite when users browse through different Web sites or navigate their way through

video game worlds” (Sundar and Limperos, 2013).

Song et al. (2004) defined seven media gratifications related to the Internet: virtual

community, information seeking, aesthetic experience, monetary compensation,

diversion, personal status, and relationship maintenance. While some of them have been

discussed in the earlier U&G research (Ruggiero, 200; Rubin, 1983; Kubey, 1986),

virtual community was a new concept that only became relevant with the emergence of

digital media (Song et al., 2004). Research has shown that creating a virtual community

that is very different from one’s real-life community became so popular that it was

suggested that process and content gratifications are extended to include social

gratifications as well (Panda and Pandey, 2017). While new media shared many content

and process gratifications with old media, the Internet has affected them too. It gave

people new ways to access, discuss, and create content and allowed them to mindlessly

browse the medium for an unlimited amount of time (Sundar & Limperos, 2013).

Mindless browsing and scrolling are some of the aspects of Internet use that some

researchers find alarming. While the Internet is an interactive medium that requires

active participation from the user, people may develop an addiction to it and lose their

ability to make active choices about their media use. In that case, the user’s behavior is

better described as conditioned behavior driven by stimulus and response rather than the

U&G concept of an active audience making informed decisions (Song et al., 2004).

Leung (2014) suggests that the cause of Internet addiction is the variety of gratifications

it can offer to its users. The Internet can fulfill a variety of needs such as information,

entertainment, and socialization, which can make some users abandon other ways to

satisfy those needs. The encompassing nature of the Internet satisfies certain needs so

well that many people may experience a loss of control of their Internet use (Leung,

2014). Loss of control is particularly common among users whose Internet use is driven

by process-related gratifications such as habitual browsing and scrolling rather than

content-related gratifications. On the other hand, people with a more outcome-oriented
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approach use the Internet for content gratifications and usually access the Internet in

search of specific information or piece of content (Song et al., 2004).

To systemize the new gratifications created by modern technology, Sundar (2008) uses

the MAIN model to identify four major types of technological affordances in digital

media — modality, interactivity, agency, and navigability. Those affordances are

represented by specific features that stimulate unique motivations and gratifications in

the users. Therefore, technology influences the way people perceive the media and

consume the content.

Table #1: Possible New Gratifications from Media Technology

Source: Sundar, S. and Limperos, A., 2013. Uses and Grats 2.0: New Gratifications for New Media.

Journal of Broadcasting & Electronic Media, 57(4), pp.504-525.

Modality refers to the content format and the senses people use to consume the content.

For example, video content or video communication is widely perceived as more

personal and trustworthy since the video format makes the content seem more realistic.

Modality also refers to the media devices since expensive and modern technology can

satisfy people’s need for feeling cool and improve their self-perception (Sundar and

Limperos, 2013).

Interactivity is a crucial affordance when it comes to new media. People enjoy having a

possibility to interact with content or alter it so much that we may perceive a medium as

unreliable if it doesn’t offer us enough interactivity. So while interactivity usually has to

do with the process of media use and not the content itself, it still conveys meaning.
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Users feel more satisfied with the content if it’s easy to access and give feedback

regardless of the content’s actual quality (Sundar, 2008). Interactive media features

make the Internet use a very individualistic experience since the user’s motivations and

the type of content they consume may change dramatically during one Internet use

session (Larose, Mastro and Eastin, 2001).

Agency deals with people’s ability to create and distribute content on the Internet.

Before digital technology, only large companies and broadcasters could afford to do it.

Now, when anyone can do it, many people feel an urge to share information with others

and even create virtual communities based on their interests. Besides, our own media

behavior is often driven by other people’s agency, such as perceiving the most viewed

or most shared content as more desirable (Sundar and Limperos, 2013).

Finally, navigability affordance plays an essential role since the Internet is a large space

rather than a single window, which creates a need to quickly find what you are looking

for. Users also expect a smooth browsing experience that will make the search process

enjoyable (Song et al., 2004). Another gratification people expect from digital media is

scaffolding. Scaffolding gratification is satisfied when a user receives a warning

message before making a commitment, such as “Are you sure you want to leave the

page?” or “Are you sure you want to proceed with the payment?”. Users expect the

websites to step them through the process and make them feel safe and understood

(Sundar and Limperos, 2013).

1.3. U&G applied to binge-watching on streaming

services

Since binge-watching on streaming services is viewed by many as a new form of

television, many researchers rely on the uses and gratifications of TV to define possible

uses and gratifications of binge-watching. For example, after conducting a large online

survey, Sung, Kang and Lee (2018) concluded that the major catalysts for

binge-watching are entertainment, social interaction, and passing time, which are also

common motivators for TV consumption. In a study by Pittman and Sheehan (2015), on
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the other hand, relaxation, hedonism, and social engagement turned out to be the key

drivers of binge-watching behavior.

One motivator deemed important by most researchers is engagement. In several studies,

engagement has proved itself to be the only factor that can accurately predict one’s

frequency of binge-watching (Pittman and Sheehan, 2015). The viewer’s emotional

connection with the narrative usually increases as the story unfolds and an episode

comes to an end, which motivates people to keep watching (Flayelle, Maurage and

Billieux, 2017). However, some researchers question whether engagement is a

psychological need rather than a technological one since prolonged engagement is

frequently encouraged by the streaming services themselves. For instance, Netflix

automatically turns on the next episode, so the viewers have to deliberately opt out in

order to stop. That highlights the importance of engagement in binge-watching and

shows that binge-watching is a “more involved and interactive type of viewing behavior

than other types of viewing” (Nanda and Banerjee, 2020).

After conducting a qualitative study on why people binge-watch, Flayelle, Maurage and

Billieux (2017) concluded that many binge-watchers have high expectations of their

binge-watching sessions and expect a range of positive emotions from them. They

suggest that experiencing pleasure is so important for binge-watchers that they may

incorporate a range of tricks and habits in their viewing behavior, such as deliberately

avoiding spoilers or rewatching old shows. However, most of the respondents also

shared that they tend to finish an entire series once they start watching it, even if they do

not find it particularly good. Rather than watching a series for pleasure or excitement,

they say they felt encouraged to keep watching by the streaming services that show the

viewer’s progress and suggest continuing the series they have already started (Flayelle,

Maurage and Billieux, 2017).

While many studies list social interaction as one reason people binge-watch, there has

not been a consensus regarding how exactly binge-watching affects our social lives or

vice versa. For instance, Wang (2019) describes the social gratification of

binge-watching as Fear of Missing Out (FoMO), which suggests that a fear of being
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excluded is one of the fundamental drivers of binge-watching. Engaging in

binge-watching allows people to give and take recommendations on what to watch,

share their impressions on social media, and be a part of a cultural phenomenon.

Flayelle, Maurage and Billieux (2017) focus more on close interpersonal ties than fitting

into the society as a whole and posit that despite being a solitary activity, some people

see it as a way to form closer bonds with their peers, partners, or family members.

Nanda and Banerjee (2020) suggest yet another way binge-watching fulfills the

viewers’ social needs — parasocial interactions (PSI). Since binge-watching entails a

prolonged amount of time spent with a series and its characters, many users tend to

form one-sided affective relationships with the show, characters, or actors. PSI is not a

recent phenomenon, but streaming services is the only technology that allows the

viewers to interact with fictional narratives and characters for a long period of time

without interruptions.

While the studies above present binge-watching as an activity that may enhance one’s

social life, Feiereisen et al. (2019) take the opposite stance. They discuss the role of

linear TV as a “socialization agent” that non-linear TV and streaming services cannot

replace. TV brought families together at the end of the day and led to the so-called

water cooler discussions at work. However, streaming services allow everyone to watch

anything they want, making it practically impossible to talk about the shows with each

other without spoiling something. Feiereisen et al. (2019) suggest it’s something we

miss as a society and show that some people change their binge-watching behavior to

make it resemble the linear TV experience. That includes delayed watching, organizing

viewing parties, and watching series with other people.

Another aspect of binge-watching that is widely discussed by media researchers is

escape. Similar to heavy TV viewing, binge-watching allows the viewers to forget about

their lives and problems by immersing themselves in a highly realistic fictional world

(Pena, 2015). Notably, there’s evidence that suggests that short viewing sessions don’t

have a significant effect on the viewer’s stress levels. After a short viewing session,

people immediately go back to feeling stressed, which is why many of them choose to

extend their viewing sessions and engage in binge-watching (Panda & Pandey, 2017).
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Smith (2014), however, suggests that frequent binge-watchers are not driven by the

opportunity to escape reality but rather by a chance to engage with it. They see it as a

restorative experience that strongly holds their attention and transports them to another

world that is as complex yet as comprehensible as their real world. He views a

binge-watcher as a connoisseur who likes to feel engaged, be present in the moment,

and see the bigger picture.

At the same time, some researchers choose not to draw such a clear parallel between TV

and binge-watching in their studies. While acknowledging the psychological needs that

may encourage people to binge-watch, Nanda and Banerjee (2020) suggest that new

media research should not rely on the uses and gratifications of old media types that

much. Their research relies on the findings of Sundar and Limperos (2013) that imply

that numerous features of new interactive media allow the users to develop new needs

while using the media. Therefore, it would be a mistake to assume that binge-watchers

are driven solely by their psychological needs. In light of these findings, Nanda and

Banerjee (2020) introduce the need for modal experience, the need for navigability, and

the need for parasocial interactions as media-specific binge-watching needs. Among

them, only the need for modal experience has proven as significant, implying there are

other media-related needs that haven’t been explored yet.

In a similar fashion, Flayelle, Maurage and Billieux (2017) have found an overlap in

motivations for binge-watching and other non-media activities. They found that it’s

common for binge-watchers to seek emotional arousal, which is also relevant for

athletes, dancers, and gamblers. Even though the emotions people feel while

binge-watching are similar to the ones experienced during gambling, gaming, binge

eating, and binge drinking, studies show that people don’t use binge-watching for

dysfunctional coping and escape as they do with the activities listed above.
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2. Empirical analysis

Unlike quantitative research, qualitative research underscores the importance of context

and personal interpretation. It is particularly relevant for studies that seek to get a deeper

understanding of a phenomenon rather than attempt to reach a generalized conclusion

(Merriam, 2002). Qualitative research methods are very common in studying subjects

that do not possess a solid theoretical background yet. Its inductive nature allows the

researchers to create new theories that may lead to a better understanding of a

phenomenon. Instead of testing what is already known, qualitative research tries to

develop new empirically grounded hypotheses (Flick, 2014).

Since binge-watching is a relatively new concept that lacks a solid theoretical

background, qualitative research is an optimal way to study it. Despite its newness,

binge-watching is also a very popular activity, making qualitative research a perfect tool

to get different perspectives on it.

2.1. Research questions

RQ1: What role do streaming services and their features play in driving binge-watching

behavior?

RQ2: What psychological needs in viewers drive binge-watching behavior?

2.2. Research methodology

Among different formats of qualitative research, a semi-structured in-depth interview

was deemed the most appropriate research method for the subject. Since people may

feel ashamed or guilty about their binge-watching behavior (Ramsay, 2013), one-on-one

interviews can help them share their experiences and sentiments openly without fearing

any judgment.

The interview guide was divided into three chapters. The first chapter aims to make sure

that the respondents are familiar with the term binge-watching and can understand the
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questions that follow. Other questions of the first chapter are of introductory nature.

Their goal is to encourage the respondents to start thinking about their binge-watching

behavior and prepare them to answer more profound questions in the following

chapters. Chapter two focuses on media-related binge-watching needs that have been

suggested by binge-watching, streaming services, and new media researchers (Nanda

and Banerjee, 2020; Flayelle, Maurage and Billieux, 2017; Sundar and Limperos,

2013). Those questions serve to get a better understanding of the respondents’ attitudes

towards the streaming services and find out any prominent points of frustration or

satisfaction. Chapter three, on the other hand, deals with the viewers’ psychological

needs. While media-related needs are explored in chapter two, chapter three focuses on

content-related needs and gratifications. Since the content provided on the streaming

services is almost identical to the content provided on TV, the questions are loosely

based on existing research that explores the psychological uses and gratifications of TV

viewers (Rubin, 1983; Kubey, 1986; Feiereisen et al., 2019). Each chapter features four

main questions that are accompanied by individual follow-up questions.

Depending on the respondents’ location and personal preference, the interviews were

conducted either in person or via videoconferencing. After getting the respondents’

permission, the interviewer recorded and transcribed the interviews. The interview

guide and the transcripts may be found in the attachments.

2.3. Respondent selection

The respondents had to fulfill several criteria. First, they had to speak English fluently

and be able to express their feelings in English. Secondly, they had to binge-watch on a

streaming service at least once in the last three months. Thirdly, the respondents who are

married or have children had to be filtered out as well. According to Weinberger et al.

(2017), adults who do not have children have fewer responsibilities and, therefore, have

more freedom to make their own decisions regarding how they spend their free time.

As a result, respondents who fulfilled all of the above requirements were chosen as the

participants for the study. Upon conducting eight interviews, it was determined that no

new information appeared in the data. Therefore, the research reached a saturation
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point, and data collection was stopped. The names of the participants were replaced for

confidentiality reasons.

Name Age Occupation

Diana 20 Undergraduate student and

project manager

Bethany 23 Graduate student and news

editor

Tina 23 Marketing consultant

Julia 22 Graduate student

Kayla 24 Undergraduate student and

brand specialist

Simon 21 Marketing manager

Emma 21 Undergraduate student and

social media specialist

Henry 24 Social media manager

Table #2: Respondent demographics
Source: Created by the author

2.4. Data analysis method

The author chose thematic analysis with open coding as the data analysis method for

this study. Thematic analysis identifies and analyzes different themes in a data set rather

than focusing on a predetermined set of codes. This method works well for recognizing

and analyzing different factors that may influence a particular phenomenon, such as

binge-watching, in this case (Braun and Clarke, 2006). It is suitable for answering

research questions that deal with individual experiences, opinions, and perceptions as

well as highlighting similarities and differences within a theme (King, 2014). Nowell et
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al. (2017) define six phases of thematic analysis — familiarizing yourself with data,

generating initial codes, searching for themes, reviewing themes, defining and naming

themes, and producing the report. However, they also recognize that thematic analysis

may involve going back and forth between different phases of research. Therefore data

collection and data analysis may happen simultaneously.

2.5. Analysis
2.5.1. Binge-watch definition and associations

When asked if they know what binge-watching is, all eight respondents said they were

familiar with the term and could describe it in their own words. Most of the definitions

were neutral. However, two respondents mentioned losing control or not being able to

stop, implying a somewhat negative perception of the term. Still, throughout their

interviews, both respondents showed a rather positive outlook on binge-watching and

shared their positive experiences with it. That suggests that the term's negative

connotation represents society's perception of it rather than the respondents' personal

opinions.

Diana: "It's like when you sit down, and you open Netflix, for example, and then you

can't stop."

Simon: "When you watch many episodes of a TV show in a row, you don't sleep, and

you lose any contact with the real world, your friends, and stuff, and yeah, that is just

when you don't really control your consumption of Netflix content."

One of the respondents mentioned that binge-watching was her primary way of

consuming television content.

Julia: "As I understand, binge-watching is watching a TV show in big bulks, I guess, like

a whole season, in a short period of time. And that's really the way I usually watch TV

shows."
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Another respondent touched upon usefulness and productivity in her definition,

foreshadowing one of the key topics in several interviews including hers.

Tina: "So for me binge-watching is mainly a lot of time spent at my computer, usually

watching shows or series that are not that beneficial for me when it comes to my

growth, let's say."

Before they were asked more in-depth questions, the respondents shared the first three

words that came to their minds when they thought about binge-watching. All the words

and the frequency of their use are shown on the word cloud below.

Image #1: Binge-watching associations

Source: Created by the author on monekylearn.com

Netflix turned out to be the most common association people had with binge-watching.

Netflix was mentioned by 6 out of 8 respondents, and in all 6 cases, it was the first

association that came to the respondents’ minds. Although the other two respondents

did not list Netflix as one of the first three associations with binge-watching, they

explicitly talked about Netflix in their answers to other questions. That proves that

Netflix is the top-of-mind streaming service that has practically become synonymous

with binge-watching. Many respondents also mentioned series, TV series, or TV shows,

which are a part of the general definition of binge-watching. Three respondents used the

words “relaxation” and “bed”, highlighting the relaxed nature of the activity in question.

Overall, most of the respondents associated binge-watching with the service they used
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for it, the context around it (“snacks”, “tea”, “food”, “weekend”, “night”), and its

relaxed nature (“relaxation”, “bed”, “weekend, “nothing”).

2.5.2. Binge-watching behaviour

Name Frequency Episodes per sitting

Diana Once in 1-2 weeks 2-4 episodes

Bethany Once in a few months 3-8 episodes, weekdays only

Tina Once a month 6-10 episodes, weekends only

Julia Once in 1-2 weeks 6-10 episodes

Kayla 3-4 times per week 2-3 episodes

Simon Once in 2 months 12-15 episodes, weekends only

Emma Once in 1-2 weeks 2-6 episodes

Henry Once in 1-2 weeks 2-3 episodes

Table #3: Frequency and duration of a binge-watching session per respondent

Source: Created by the author

In order to get a better idea of the respondents’ relationship with binge-watching, the

interviewer inquired about the frequency and an average length of the respondents’

binge-watching sessions. Although the length of the episodes and the number of

episodes per season were not considered, the respondents agreed that once they started

watching a show, they tended to follow through and watch it till the end. However, as it

was anticipated, defining a uniform binge-watching session turned out to be practically

impossible. Five out of eight respondents said they binge-watch at least once in two

weeks, while others said they only binge-watch once in one, two, or more months.
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Curiously, the respondents who binge-watch less often reported watching more episodes

in one sitting than the respondents who binge-watch more often. At the same time, they

noted that they usually binge-watch while doing something else simultaneously.

Simon: “Um, I would say from 12 to 15 episodes in a row, but like that would be

watching TV shows and doing something simultaneously. So like, I don’t know, cleaning

up or doing stretching, some work or I dunno, some routine stuff and then watching that

in the background.”

Bethany: “I have like seven or eight hours of work so I can watch seven or eight hours

of series.”

While Bethany mentioned she only binge-watched during weekdays, other respondents

binge-watched on the weekends more often.

Emma: “On a weekday, I can watch something in the evening. I can watch maybe two

episodes or three or more if the show is really good, although I try not to so that I can

go to sleep at a reasonable time and be ready for work the next morning. And on a

weekend, I don’t really control myself that much if I really like a show.”

Kayla: “Sometimes I watch like four to five episodes when it’s the weekend. I don’t have

to get up and go anywhere.”

Henry: “Like if I get really into a show, I can definitely watch it at one sitting, but

mostly I just don’t really have time for it. So it’s on the weekends only pretty much.”

2.5.3. Technological drivers of binge-watching

All the respondents agreed that the streaming services encourage them to binge-watch

more in one way or another. Some of them explicitly said that they were aware that the

services are built this way, and they admitted that it might affect them. Yet, none of

them saw it as a major problem, and one respondent expressed her preference for a

service that encourages her to watch more.
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Kayla: “And when I had HBO, I remember it worked quite differently and I didn't like it.

So I would say Netflix is encouraging the most.”

Autoplay

One feature, autoplay, was mentioned more than the others. Autoplay is a feature that

starts the next episode of a show or series 5 seconds after the user finishes an episode

without requiring any action on the user’s part. Although the respondents emphasized

that it can only happen when they do not have any urgent task at hand, they admitted

that sometimes, the autoplay feature made them continue binge-watching for a longer

time.

Simon: “Sometimes I take a few seconds to think whether I'm going to watch the next

episode, but then it has already started. And I am, like, okay, just like maybe five or 10

minutes of this episode, and  I will turn it off in the middle.”

Emma: “Sometimes, I'm like, wait, I have to be fast and click close so that it doesn't

start. If I'm sure I want to stop, then of course I'll stop, but if I'm not sure, and I'm still

thinking and it starts, and I see like a frame of something interesting, I'm like, well, I'm

going to watch for five minutes and see now how this cliffhanger ends. But then I'm like,

okay, 20 minutes. And then it's been 50 minutes and I watched the whole thing.”

However, the autoplay feature doesn’t only affect the viewers who want to find out what

happens next. One respondent mentioned that it can make her continue watching the

shows that she knows very well and knows exactly what to expect from the next

episode.

Julia: “I mean, there are so many instances when I would be, um, like sitting and

watching something, an episode of Criminal Minds or Gilmore Girls, and like Gilmore

Girls, I've seen it so many times and I know every single episode. And so if the next one

starts I'm like, oh yeah, I know this one is going to be good, let me just stay here.”
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Continue Watching tab

Another feature that was mentioned more than once is the Continue Watching tab — a

tab that shows the viewers every show they have ever played and have not finished yet.

One respondent pointed out how every show he has ever watched, even for a little bit,

pops up in the Continue Watching tab and invites him to start right at the second when

he stopped watching.

Simon: “They always remind you where you stopped, which TV show you started, even

if that was like a year ago or something, they always change the covers to keep you

interested in the TV shows.”

Another respondent mentioned the Continue Watching feature several times throughout

the interview and said he almost exclusively watches the content he has on there rather

than starting a new show. Therefore, most of his binge-watching sessions rely on the

Continue Watching tab.

Henry: “I usually know what I'm going for. I'll just go straight to my Continue

Watching, maybe check out some new trailers or new movies. For me to start a new

show, it really has to be something that I've been waiting for. So usually if it's

interesting, I'll just save it to my list, which is like endless right now.”

Browsing

Most streaming services allow the viewers to browse, watch trailers, and explore the

service’s recommendations. Some respondents mentioned that they browse the

streaming services quite often without necessarily aiming to find a new show to watch.

In such cases, the service might not directly affect the viewers’ binge-watching

behavior, but it does influence the overall time they spend on the service.

Diana: “It makes me want to explore it, like, especially if we're looking at Netflix. You

can click on those different buttons and see what's happening. And then it's all

user-friendly and all the trailers are coming up easily to you. But it's not like it makes

me watch it if I don't want to.”
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Emma: “I think those things, they just make me spend more time on Netflix, but

sometimes I would just walk into my profile to see what's happening there and if there's

any new show in my recommendations. I'll just like click on those little trailers and, uh,

you know, maybe add some things to my list, but I'm not going to watch anything.”

Such a user-friendly service also encourages the viewers to plan their binge-watching

sessions and gives them something to look forward to.

Emma: “And sometimes when I'm working and I have like a short break, I can look into

my profile and check what's happening there. If there is any new show that looks good, I

say to myself that okay, in the evening, I'm going to watch this. I just browse it to have

this feeling like, oh, I'm gonna watch something great tonight or this weekend. And that

makes me really excited.”

Subscription fee

One respondent also pointed out how the subscription fee itself can be a motivator to

continue watching.

Diana: “I'm quite a frugal person, and sometimes, it's like, okay, I've paid my money. So

yeah, I have to come back and open it once again and explore. Maybe there's some

opportunities for me or I paid for it and I haven't watched anything this month, so it's

kind of useless. So maybe I should catch up on those 10 bucks and watch some show

today, right?”

Active choice

Unsurprisingly, being able to choose what to watch is one of the qualities that makes

people opt for streaming services and engage in binge-watching. None of the

respondents said they can binge-watch anything just for the process itself, and several

users identified freedom of choice as the main reason why they prefer streaming

services to scheduled TV.

Henry: “What I don't like about TV is that unless you have the go back in time feature,

you can't choose what you want to watch. It's more about what's on right now.”
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Tina: “The main thing for me is that I'm able to choose the content I want to watch. So

for instance, I can watch documentaries and be kind of productive, or I can watch

something relaxing, but it's my decision to do it.”

Kayla: “So I would say binge-watching is better for me right now, or I like it more

because I get to choose what I watch. And when it's TV, I'm not the only one who's

choosing. But, uh, when there is a really good movie, I enjoy it just the same as Netflix.”

Since all of the respondents appreciate being able to choose what to watch, many of

them also view it as a responsibility and an important process. While choosing the

shows, they keep binge-watching in mind and try to find something that will be worth

bingeing.

Julia: “I think I'm very careful with selecting the new shows. It's like, if I am going to be

spending so much time on it, because I know that if I start a show, I will binge-watch it,

like there's no other way, so it has to be a good one.”

Kayla: “I usually read the reviews and the ratings on ČSFD. So I don't like to watch

something when I don't know how it's rated and what people say about it, because I

don't want to watch anything that I might not like, and spend time on something I will

not like.”

Tina: “I would say I'm choosing carefully what I'll be watching since it's a lot of time to

spend on that.”

One respondent says that when she is choosing a show, she considers carefully whether

she has the time to binge it, and opts for the shows that would allow her to do it.

Emma: “I know once I start, I’ll want to finish it. So I'm like, okay, I can pick a short

show and allow myself to spend these 8 hours watching it. But you know, not 30 hours

cause it would be like a whole week and a lot of time spent in a nonproductive way.”

However, for some respondents, bearing the responsibility of deciding what to watch

may sometimes be a disadvantage as well. One respondent, who previously mentioned

that being able to choose what to watch is the thing she likes the most about streaming
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services, says that she sometimes finds content selection rather confusing and difficult

too.

Kayla: “When I'm logging in, I'm either looking forward to continuing something that

I'm watching right now, or I know that there is a big decision ahead of me and I have to

choose from a bunch of stuff. So it's either the excitement of continuing something or

like confusion, confusion about what I'm going to watch.”

Moreover, when they feel indecisive about what to watch, some respondents choose not

to watch anything at all.

Emma: “Yeah. I mean, sometimes I'm in a mood of watching something, but if I do not

have a specific show or mood in mind, I might just end up not watching anything

because I just can choose. And I do something else, like read or watch YouTube

instead.”

Bethany: “It doesn't usually show a good recommendation for me. So sometimes I, I

wanted to, you know, watch something. So I tried to look up something I could watch,

but it wasn’t good.”

Kayla: “And sometimes I spend even like 30, 40 minutes browsing and I don't find

anything. So I either go to YouTube or Instagram or just do something different because

I get so frustrated that, like, I couldn't find anything because there's so many things.”

Another respondents who said that being able to choose is important to her, also said

that the choosing process is the key reason why she doesn’t engage in binge-watching

more often.

Tina: “I would say the first reason [why I don’t binge-watch that often] is that I don't

want to waste time looking for the right series because I'm pretty picky.”
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2.5.4. Psychological drivers of binge-watching

Social life

Since binge-watching is such a popular and, at the same time, solitary activity, the

participants were asked whether they think binge-watching impacts their social life in

any way. None of the participants could think of a significant way in which

binge-watching influences their social lives. However, throughout their interviews, the

majority of participants mentioned getting show recommendations from their friends,

implying that their social lives have a bigger impact on their binge-watching than vice

versa. One of the participants also mentioned fitting into the society as a whole and

being a part of a mainstream trend.

Diana: “I watch something that has been either recommended, or I have heard good

reviews about it from all over the internet, or I just want to be in the mainstream, when

everyone is talking about this trendy show. And I want to see it.”

Julia: “So I usually watch something that is recommended by my friends or roommates

now. Or when I see my roommates watching something in our living room on TV.”

Simon: “It can be that somebody recommended it to me, like a friend of mine, they

really liked the show and they already told me a bit about the plot and the characters

and stuff. And I thought that would be a good fit for me.”

Some respondents admit that at times, they prefer to stay at home and binge-watch

rather than go out and socialize. However, they all agree that binge-watching isn’t a

reason to spend time on their own, but only a way to spend that time.

Tina: “Sometimes it can happen that I'm being super introverted and I just want to stay

home, watch Netflix, and not see anyone. But I wouldn't say that there is a huge impact

on my social life because I wouldn’t go out either way.”

Simon: “Even without binge-watching, I might sometimes choose to spend the weekend

on my own and not go out with anyone… So I wouldn't say it changes my relationship
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with my friends or family. It's more of a way to spend time at home and unwind, I don't

sacrifice going out for the sake of binge-watching.”

Two respondents recall situations when their binge-watching habit affected their social

interactions, but neither consider it a major problem or a reason to be concerned.

Kayla: “Yeah, I prefer it sometimes over going out with my friends… I remember I was

with my friends playing board games somewhere, and I got frustrated, and I was

wishing to be home and continue this TV series… But it's nothing that I would consider

seriously. I just sometimes felt weird and a little embarrassed when I thought this, but

nothing serious.”

Emma: “Recently, I was supposed to meet my friend at like 7:00 PM. And then I started

this show in the afternoon and then I really wanted to watch one more episode. So I said

to her, hmm, I have work to do, can we meet at 8?... But still, when I binge-watch

something that I really like, it's not a waste of time, so I don't feel any shame about

that.”

Only one respondent said that binge-watching might have a somewhat positive impact

on her social life.

Julia: “Maybe in a positive way, you know, it's like a good topic to discuss with

people?”

Another respondent, who feels like she binge-watches less than her peers, shares how it

can sometimes make her feel left out.

Bethany: “Well, maybe it has an effect on my social life in the sense that sometimes, I

don't know the series that people talk about. That's the only thing that comes to my

mind.”

Interestingly enough, none of the respondents said they binge-watch with someone else,

but several of them said that watching regular TV is something they only do with their

family members. While some of them felt rather neutral about it, two respondents

recognized it as a positive thing.
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Emma: “Cause there are some shows that we can watch, you know, the three of us and

then we can say jokes about it or discuss it. Actually, since I only have TV at home, I

kind of associate it with home and family time, which is kind of funny. But it's like a

pleasant association”.

Bethany: “I perceive binge watching like something that you usually do alone… And

watching TV for me, I know it's not a good way of spending time with your family, but

it's still a way of spending your time with them… So yeah, sometimes I watch TV with

my parents on the weekends because I want to spend more time with them. And I know

that if I wouldn't watch TV with them, it would only mean that we spend two less hours

together.”

Escapism

Considering that escapism is a common motivation for watching TV as well as

consuming new media, the respondents were asked whether they ever binge-watch to

escape reality. Among the respondents, the need to escape reality turned out to be quite

a common reason to engage in binge-watching. However, different respondents used

binge-watching to escape different things. For example, some of them perceive

binge-watching as a way to alleviate stress.

Diana: “It has to be probably planned, or like my day was going very bad and I wanted

to comfort myself with watching a couple of episodes of something. And then it turns out

to be three episodes or more because I have a bad day, so I can allow myself to watch

something rather than make myself do things that would bring me back to my awful

day.”

Tina: “Of course, it's perfect! Like if you're in a bad mood or you just want to be alone

and watch something for a few hours and rest, I guess. So it is sort of escaping reality

thing as well.”

Emma: “I mean, I wouldn't say I want to escape reality very often, but when I do,

binge-watching is the best way to do it. So if it's like a stressful month, then there's a
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high chance I binge watch a lot...And when I'm stressed to a point where I cannot do

anything, it's a great way to take my mind off it and go somewhere else for a bit.”

Another respondent pointed out that he wouldn’t start a new show if he was in a bad

mood, but he would rewatch an old show that he knows well.

Simon: “Um, to be honest, I wouldn't binge-watch a TV show when I feel really down. I

wouldn't binge-watch something new. I might watch something that I'm familiar with,

like I watched it a while ago, so I'm familiar with the plot and what is going on.”

For others, binge-watching isn’t something they do when they are feeling down, but an

activity they would consider if they are bored and don’t know how to entertain

themselves.

Henry: “More if I'm bored or tired. If I am really sad, I'd rather go for a run to clear my

thoughts or listen to music. So that's different. But I think it's more like if I'm not feeling

like doing anything, that's when I need an escape.”

Simon: “Maybe sometimes when I feel bored and I don't really know how to entertain

myself in any new, exciting way. So I might start watching something just for the sake of

experiencing something new.”

Some respondents who said that escape was one of the reasons they binge-watch also

shared some negative experiences where they felt disconnected from the real world after

consuming too much content.

Diana: “So like, you're physically unable to watch more because you don't feel like

you're in the right place. Like your mind is there, but you're physically here. And at the

same time, like, you can't really think properly. All you're thinking about is that series or

the ending, how the plot will evolve or something. So you can’t actually focus on what's

happening around you. And that becomes a problem. And you just don't want to do it

again.”

Emma: “Like sometimes to a point where I know I shouldn't do it anymore, I know it's

kind of unhealthy, I'm getting this weird vibe. I am not really present in this world
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anymore. Cause if I want to escape it, I only want to escape it a little bit, right. But

when I watch too much, at some point I get lost between two worlds and it gets

confusing.”

Engagement

Previous studies by Pittman and Sheeehan (2015) have found that engagement is a key

driver of binge-watching behavior. Several respondents expressed feeling highly

engaged into a show while binge-watching.

Diana: “So like a real hobby when I was completely into and I was in this hobby flow

and I couldn't do anything else but craft, like drawing, whatever. Um, as for right now, I

don't know, actually like nothing else grabs my attention so well like a series does.”

Julia: “I think when you binge-watch like the biggest feeling I have is just being fully

consumed by that, that type of media, especially if the plot is super interesting. It's really

hard to just say no and stop watching the show because you want to know what's going

to happen next.”

Some respondents agreed that they felt more engaged in a story when they followed it

for a longer time, proving that binge-watching and serialised content overall are more

engaging than other types of content and content consumption.

Simon: “Last time when I was watching something on TV, each episode was released

just once per day or even per week. And I lose the connection that I had within the

week. I might even forget what happened in the previous episode. To be honest, I think

that I wouldn't like them [my favorite shows] that much, like the empathy for the

characters would really decline on my side.”

Emma: “I mean, I can feel the same way if I'm watching a movie, but the movie has to

be really good for me to be so much into it. And, you know, if it's a show and I've been

watching it for three hours, then there's a higher chance that I will be really immersed

into the story.”

Diana: “Um, it's different because yeah, of course, if you've been watching it for 20

minutes, you can tell yourself, Oh, 20 minutes have passed and there, there it is. You
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have to come back. And so it's not that absorbing, but if the show has been there for like

three hours and you're actually binge-watching something, yeah, you're so much into it

that you can't really stop.”

At the same time, one of the respondents said his enjoyment of the content he consumes

tends to decline towards the end of a binge-watching session.

Simon: “But yeah, like the last episodes, they don't really bring that much joy because

you're already tired and you're probably falling asleep, and you don't really enjoy the

process that much anymore. You just want to finish and to know what is actually

happening at the end of the episode or season.”

When asked to compare binge-watching with other media or activities, one respondent

went as far as comparing it to a virtually reality experience, illustrating how immersive

binge-watching feels to her.

Julia: “It does give you a feeling of like a virtual reality. So I wouldn't even say it's like

media, it's more like an AR experience, I guess, like a computer game sometimes,

especially if it's like a really engaging show.”

Relaxation and comfort

The need to wind down and relax was among the most common binge-watching

motivators among the respondents. Many of them said binge-watching helps them to

take their mind off work and relax on the weekends or before going to sleep.

Kayla: “So usually, it's a really good way for me to turn my brain off after work and

after a whole day off doing something.”

Julia: “And, um, yeah, I would say that would be the main reason, to do something

different and to do something just to relax, not, not necessarily escape from reality, but

just to relax.”

Diana: “You just want to rest and that's fine. So you can spend this whole day just

watching the series.”
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While specifying why binge-watching is his preferred way to relax, one respondent

shared that for him, binge-watching is something very comforting and thrilling at the

same time.

Simon: “Um, I wanna get like a chill vibe, but at the same time, with new experience, or

emotion, or information. So like, that is a bit weird, but something that feels

comfortable, but something new at the same time. So that it does bring you joy and new

experience, but it is something expected. Something you are in control of. Something

relaxing and fulfilling at the same time.”

Several respondents also mentioned binge-watching old shows that they have already

seen. They say that when they know what is going to happen in the show, they feel

relaxed, comfortable, satisfied, and calm. So much so that one of the respondents claims

it can help him fall asleep better than anything else.

Julia: “I think it feels safe, especially I usually rewatch lighter shows like Friends or

Gilmore Girls. Um, I also rewatched The Office. Um, yeah, so like something that I, I

know what's going to happen, but it doesn't really matter because I just enjoy the show,

the characters and the humor, I guess, in the shows, it's nice to even have it in the

background.”

Henry: “I do for comfort, but it's not that often. Like I do it with Friends, The Office,

and Glee now. But it's usually cause I know the feeling that I'm going to get from it. And

if I'm rewatching, it's just cause I know the warm feeling I'm going to get. So it's usually

a comedy or a sitcom.”

Simon: “I literally watched one TV show, Big Bang Theory, so many times it's crazy. So

I literally know all the things they're going to say right now, but sometimes I still turn it

on instead of music or when I'm trying to fall asleep. I tried to start meditating before

sleep a few days ago, but it didn't work for me as well as watching the big bang theory

for like the fourth time. I just know what they're going to do and say, and it really calms

me down. So I fall asleep really quickly.”
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Multitasking and productivity

One thing many participants have mentioned in connection to binge-watching is

multitasking. While the respondents reportedly don’t do anything else while watching

more complicated, drama, or documentary shows, they share it’s quite common for

them to do something alongside binge-watching, especially when they are rewatching

old shows.

Simon: “Sometimes I go for really easy watching, you know, like the Big Bang Theory

or Friends type, just to have it in the background and do some work simultaneously.”

Julia: “And usually if I am watching it, it's like, I'm still doing something else. So like

I'm either on my phone or I can be reading something. So I think it's a bit of a different

binge-watching than like starting a new show and actually being focused on it.”

Kayla: “Yes, I do [rewatch shows], but only the really long ones and usually comedies

that you can have on like when you cook or clean.”

Such behavior can be explained by the respondent’s efforts to use their time in a

productive way. When they binge-watch and do something else simultaneously, they

avoid the guilt they might feel if they were just binge-watching. For some respondents,

the guilt associated with being unproductive is the main reason why they avoid

binge-watching or have a negative attitude towards it. Furthermore, one respondent

listed “laziness” and “unproductive” as one of the first words that come to her mind

when she thinks of binge-watching.

Henry: “Cause I feel less productive and I don't know. It's kind of automatic. Like I turn

Netflix on and I can give it like 80% of my attention, but still I can be like scrolling

social media or replying to an email.”

Tina: “Uh, so since I'm not doing it that often, it feels pretty relaxing and I don't feel

that guilty, but I can imagine that people can feel guilty sometimes if, um, if they're

being unproductive for a long, long time.”
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Kayla: “And like binge watching, it's not productive. It's just relaxing. So maybe

sometimes you feel like you are overdoing it and you should be more productive in some

way.”

Another reason why the respondents choose to binge-watch while doing something else

is to make repetitive or uninteresting tasks less of a burden, even if it makes them work

slower and be less productive.

Henry: “Like I've been doing this for a long time and even if I'm writing something easy

for school or for work, I'll have a show on the other side of the screen maybe, or like

listen to a podcast. Okay, I may be doing it for a longer time then, but it's more

enjoyable and I'm just used to doing this.”

Bethany: “I have a job that is, it can be interesting, but it’s doing the same thing all the

time. And this will sound weird, but it's maybe too easy, you know… I try to watch it [a

series], but I know that I don't have my full attention on my work and not on the series.

So sometimes it's hard to watch the series while working because yeah, I don't give my

full attention to it and I lose the plotline.”

High-quality content

Several respondents expressed that one of the things they expect from their

binge-watching and the streaming services is high-quality content. They say they try to

only watch something that has some value or recognition in the form of good reviews or

awards.

Tina: “So usually if I open my Netflix or HBO or whatever, I want to learn something

new. I want to have a good experience by watching something. Some like good quality

stuff, not just a random TV show about being too hard to handle or something. And

yeah, so I would say, um, what I expect is, uh, great curated content.”

Kayla: “I usually read the reviews and the ratings on ČSFD. So I don't like to watch

something when I don't know how it's rated and what people say about it, because I

don't want to watch anything that I might not like, and spend time on something I will
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not like, so for me, it takes so long because I'm like, I find it on Netflix usually, and then

I look it up on Google and ČSFD to find the reviews.”

Emma: “And I also like to watch shows that have won Emmys, Golden Globes or some

other awards. Um, yeah. I usually want to watch high-quality content that has some

artistic value as well.”

The topic of the content’s quality came up several times when the respondents discussed

their attitudes to scheduled TV. While comparing TV to binge-watching on streaming

services, several respondents associated TV with low-quality, crowd-pleasing content,

suggesting it’s one of the reasons they prefer to binge-watch.

Diana: “It highly depends on the show. If there is a good show on TV, um, that would be

an option, but it's like rarely. Or during the last couple of years, it's never been that,

that the show has been good on TV and I decided to choose that.”

Bethany: “Sometimes when I watch a series, uh, it's something that I really want to

watch and I and I really enjoy it. And when I watch something with my parents, maybe

the content or the film or anything that's on TV, it's maybe not that interesting for me,

but I'm there with them just to be with them.”

Emma: “For me, it's really important that I watch high-quality content and on TV, it's

more like to please more people cause it's like a mass media.”

One respondent admits that while she doesn’t see much high-quality content on TV, she

is consciously less picky about the shows on TV as well.

Kayla: “When I'm on Netflix, I spend a lot of time looking up reviews. So it's easier

when you maybe don't have a lot of time and you wanna just, like when you're cooking

or cleaning, you just put anything that's on TV. So I'm not that picky about movies and

series on television.”

2.6. Discussion

The qualitative study described above aimed to find out what motivates people to

binge-watch and get a better understanding of different technological and psychological
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drivers of binge-watching. The data gathered during the study provided some insights

that helped the author answer the research questions.

RQ1: What role do streaming services and their features play in driving

binge-watching behavior?

All but one respondent stated that they firmly believe the streaming services they use

encourage them to binge-watch. That correlates with the findings of Nanda and

Banerjee (2020), who suggest that technological factors may be just as important as

psychological ones when it comes to motivating people to binge-watch. This study adds

to the findings of Nanda and Banerjee (2020) by naming particular characteristics and

features of streaming services that make the viewers binge-watch more — autoplay,

Continue Watching tab, browsing, subscription fee, and active choice.

The autoplay feature was mentioned more often than others. The respondents admit that

it may cause prolonged watching, but only if they have no urgent tasks and can allow

themselves to keep watching, proving that even the most encouraging feature does not

affect the viewers very strongly. The Continue Watching tab was mentioned less often,

but most of the respondents shared that once they start watching a show, they tend to

watch it till the end. That suggests they engage with the continue watching tab more

often than with any other tabs. Several respondents also mentioned browsing — an

aspect of the streaming services that Sundar and Limperos (2013) list as a manifestation

of navigability affordance. While it does not seem to cause binge-watching, it does raise

anticipation for it and therefore maximizes the pleasure viewers derive from it. The

subscription fee allegedly encouraged only one user to binge-watch to make use of her

money. That suggests that streaming services and subscription-based pricing is the new

norm for binge-watchers, and the fees are not an issue for them.

One aspect of binge-watching on streaming services that many respondents discussed at

length was active choice. For the respondents, being able to choose what to watch is the

key benefit of streaming services. Notably, it is not only the most appreciated aspect of

streaming services but the most stressful one as well, which is something
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binge-watching researchers have not mentioned yet. All the respondents take a while to

choose a show since they want to find something worth bingeing. Moreover, when they

cannot choose, they would rather not binge-watch at all, suggesting that active choice

both encourages and discourages binge-watching.

RQ2: What psychological needs in viewers drive binge-watching behavior?

The study analyzed the following psychological needs associated with binge-watching

— social life, escape, engagement, relaxation and comfort, multitasking and

productivity, and high-quality content.

On the contrary to other studies, the social aspect was not relevant for this study. The

respondents didn’t feel like binge-watching affected their social life in any positive or

negative way, showing that social aspects mentioned in previous binge-watching studies

such as avoiding FOMO (Wang, 2019), enhancing interpersonal relationships (Flayelle,

Maurage and Billieux, 2017) or PSI (Nanda and Banerjee, 2020) turned out to be

insignificant in this study.

Several motivators introduced by other researchers were confirmed. Similar to the

findings by (Panda and Pandey, 2017; Pena, 2015), escape appeared to be a common

motivator for the respondents, even though some see it as a way of coping with stress

and others as a way to avoid boredom. Engagement, which Pittman and Sheehan (2015)

called the key driver of binge-watching, was an essential need for many binge-watchers.

The study also supports the findings of Pittman and Sheehan (2015) that declared

engagement a key driver of binge-watching behavior. While not mentioned explicitly,

most respondents acknowledged that binge-watching possesses a significantly higher

engagement level than most activities or media.

Relaxation and comfort seem to be among the top motivators of binge-watching,

especially when it comes to rewatching old shows. They have not been discussed by

binge-watching researchers yet, although they were frequently mentioned as a big

motivator for television viewing (Kubey and Csikszentmihalyi, 1990; Rubin, 2009).
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Multitasking and productivity is a topic that was touched upon by many respondents but

has not been analyzed in previous binge-watching studies. In order to avoid feeling

guilty or unproductive, some binge-watchers prefer to binge-watch and do something

else at the same time. Besides, when dealing with an uninteresting task, some viewers

choose to watch something simultaneously to make it more enjoyable. That shows that

it is worth further analyzing binge-watching in the context of multitasking. Many

respondents also mentioned high-quality content as a benefit of streaming services over

scheduled TV. That highlights that the content itself plays a more central role than the

medium where it is played.

2.7. Limitations

Naturally, there are some limitations to this research. Firstly, the uses and gratifications

theory relies on self-reporting and assumes that people are capable of identifying their

motivations for media consumption (Katz, Blumler and Gurevitch, 1974). Therefore,

there is no way to prove whether the factors the respondents discussed were really the

ones that make them binge-watch. Secondly, this study showed that there is no universal

binge-watching behavior model. Viewers may choose to binge-watch only on weekends

or only on weekdays, the length of a binge-watching session may vary from 2 to 15

hours, viewers may or may not do something else while binge-watching, and viewers

might watch a new show or rewatch an old one. While this study explored different

aspects of binge-watching, its scope did not allow the author to do an in-depth analysis

of all the ways people binge-watch. Finally, using technology is an intuitive process,

and people may not always recognize how the technology affects them. Since many

respondents said they only consume TV content through streaming services, they might

take some of their aspects for granted and would only be able to recognize their

significance in their absence.
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Conclusion

The main goal of this thesis was to find out what motivates people to binge-watch by

applying the uses and gratifications theory to binge-watching on streaming services.

Previous binge-watching research relied heavily on the uses and gratifications of

television viewing. However, recently, some researchers raised their concerns about

whether that approach can give an accurate picture of why people engage in

binge-watching. Since the emergence of streaming services, it has become very

important to differentiate between consuming TV content on TV and consuming TV

content on streaming services. This thesis does that by discussing different gratifications

of the streaming services and the content itself and comparing process gratifications of

streaming services with other new media and TV.

At the beginning, this thesis introduced streaming services as a way of consuming

television content. Streaming services allowed people to watch practically whatever,

wherever, and whenever they wanted without commercials or predetermined schedules.

Notably, they also released entire shows or seasons of a show at the same time. While

some people still choose to watch one or two episodes like they would do on TV, others

prefer to binge-watch and consume several episodes or even entire seasons in one

sitting. Binge-watching does not have a universal definition, so it is impossible to

describe a typical binge-watching session. However, one thing is clear — it is becoming

the new normal for many people. Afterward, the thesis introduced the uses and

gratifications framework and the findings of previous studies that applied the

framework to television and new media. At the basis of the uses and gratifications

theory lies the assumption that people are able to identify their psychological needs and

choose media that would satisfy those needs in the best way. It also recognizes that

different aspects of media consumption — the content, the event of media exposure, and

the social context surrounding that event — may satisfy different needs. That proved to

be particularly important for binge-watching on streaming services since it involves

consuming television content on the Internet, which is a medium with its own distinct

characteristics. Then the thesis discussed the most common TV consumption

motivations such as escape, entertainment, social, routine, and information. After that, it
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introduced new media uses and gratifications research that focuses on the aspects that

differentiate digital media from old media, namely modality, interactivity, agency, and

navigability. The last chapter of the literature review shows what psychological or

technological needs other binge-watching researchers found relevant. Many of them

drew a parallel between TV and binge-watching and identified various types of social

interaction, engagement, and escape as the psychological drivers for binge-watching,

with engagement being the strongest one of them. Others suggested that binge-watching

motivations should not be limited to psychological needs but should also include

media-specific needs such as the need for modal experience or navigability.

The empirical analysis started with several in-depth interviews. The data gathered from

the interviews were analyzed through the lens of thematic analysis. The findings of the

analysis were used to answer the research questions that were defined as follows —

“What role do streaming services and their features play in driving binge-watching

behavior?” and “What psychological needs in viewers drive binge-watching behavior?”.

As for the first research question, the respondents unanimously agreed that the

streaming services encourage them to binge-watch. The autoplay feature turned out to

be the one that influences binge-watching the most. While other features such as the

Continue Watching tab or browsing do not cause binge-watching, they help the viewers

have a more enjoyable experience, plan, and anticipate their binge-watching sessions.

Nevertheless, the users agreed that they only let themselves be influenced by the

services and their features if they have free time and truly enjoy the content. The content

itself turned out to be the most important part of binge-watching. The respondents

mentioned free choice as the biggest advantage of streaming services and admitted they

choose the shows very carefully to make sure they watch something worth bingeing.

Many respondents associated TV with low-quality content and streaming services with

high-quality content, suggesting that the freedom of choice significantly improves the

perceived quality of the content.

To answer the second research question, the author identified several psychological

drivers of binge-watching. Engagement and escape have proven to be important for

many respondents, supporting the existing binge-watching researcher. On the other
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hand, social interaction has turned out to be not relevant for this study. Finally, some

new areas of binge-watching gratifications were introduced. Relaxation and comfort

were some of the most common binge-watching motivations among the respondents,

especially when it came to rewatching old shows. Multitasking and productivity also

came up very often. The respondents said that binge-watching helped them make

mundane tasks more enjoyable, and at the same time, doing other tasks while

binge-watching helped them feel more productive. Those findings indicate new possible

directions for further research, namely, comparison in motivations for watching new

shows and rewatching old ones as well as binge-watching as a complementary or

background activity.
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Appendix no. 1: Interview guide (list)

Binge-watching

● Do you know what the term binge-watching means? If yes, could you explain it
to me please?

● What are the first three associations that come to your mind when you think of
this activity?

● How often do you binge watch? How much do you usually watch in one sitting?
● When you binge watch, what does it feel like? Can you compare it to some other

activity or media?

Technological gratifications

● Most of the time, is your binge-watching planned or does it happen by accident?
● Do you feel like the streaming platform itself encourages you to binge-watch?
● How carefully do you choose your content? Do you ever binge-watch anything

just for the sake of binge-watching?
● For you, is binge-watching more satisfying than watching TV?Why/Why not?

Psychological gratifications

● Normally, when you log into your streaming platform account, what do you
expect? What do you want to feel or achieve?

● Do you think your binge watching habit affects your social life? How?
● Do you ever binge watch to escape reality? Is that a common motivation for

you?
● When you’re really enjoying a show, is it easy for you to stop watching? Or can

it be really difficult?
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Appendix no. 2: Interview with Diana (transcript)

Interviewer : Okay, so the goal of this interview is to find out why you binge-watch and how
it makes you feel. So to start with, I would like to ask you this question. Do
you know what the term binge watching means?

Diana: Yes, I do. It's like when you sit down and you open Netflix, for example, and
then you can stop. And so you pretty much watch the whole season or series
all at once.

Interviewer : Yeah, that's about it. Binge-watching is consumption of several episodes of a
television series in one sitting. There are several different definitions, but
binge-watching usually entails watching 2 or more episodes of a show. Okay,
so what are the first three associations that come to your mind when you think
of this activity?

Diana: Only three words?

Interviewer: Yeah.

Diana: Bed, tea, series?

Interviewer : Okay, sure, why not. And will you please tell me how often do you
binge-watch and how much do you normally watch in one sitting? What does
your binge watching look like normally?

Diana: I mean, it really depends. So one time it can be like four episodes per day, if
I'm sure I don't have anything else on my list, like daily schedule, so I can
watch like four episodes in a row. But, um, if we're talking about two episodes,
it can be just before going to bed, I can watch two, maybe three episodes if
they're short of a show, which is also called binge watching, as I just found out.
Um, yeah. So I, if binge watch, probably I specifically say that today is the day
of Netflix or any other series if I'm watching this and I'm just watching it and
I'm trying not to, um, be mean to myself saying that it's too much of, like,
you're wasting your time. You just want to rest and that's fine. So you can
spend this whole day just watching the series.

Interviewer: So for you, if you only watch three episodes or four, it's not really,
binge-watching in your mind?

Diana: I mean, two is not binge watching in my mind. Three is probably that limit. So
I guess four is definitely binge-watching. And of course that depends on the
show. So like, if it's just 20 minutes, I would say 2 episodes it's fine. Cause it's
not even the whole hour, just 40 minutes. And uh, if it's like one hour show,
then of course watching four episodes is like a half a day.

Interviewer : And so when you binge watch, what does it feel like? Can you compare it to
some other media or some other activity?

Diana: Definitely not, because I can not read for four hours. I would never, I would
quit after first hour and I will be making myself read even in this first hour.
Um, so what can I compare it to? I mean, like maybe some kind of hobby,
which I used to have in the childhood. Now I don't. So like a real hobby when
I was completely into and I was in this hobby flow and I couldn't do anything
else but craft, like drawing, whatever. Um, as for right now, I don't know,
actually like nothing else grabs my attention so well like a series does. I mean,
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of course it depends how good this series is, because if it's a terrible one and I
don't want to watch it, like, what's the point? Uh, I mean, I'm gonna be on my
phone while watching the series and everything.

Interviewer: That's very interesting. So when you normally binge-watch, is it planned or it
just kind of happens by accident?Or do you plan to spend a day
binge-watching?

Diana: Well, um, so like, based on the definition you've given me that binge-watching
is just two episodes or more, then it happens quite often as it turns out. But if
we're talking about longer, like let's say three hours, it has to be probably
planned or like my day was going very bad and I wanted to comfort myself
with watching the episodes of something, and it turns out to be three episodes
because I have a bad day, so I can allow myself to watch something rather than
make myself do things that would bring me back to my awful day.

Interviewer : But if you have a great day, you do not binge-watch?

Diana: Definitely not. Yeah. Maximum could be like a short, short time, the end of the
day, just before going to bed instead of reading books.

Interviewer : Interesting.

Interviewer : Uh, and do you feel like the streaming platform itself encourages you to binge
watch?

Diana: Maybe the thing that I'm paying for it, it does because I'm such a greedy
person and sometimes it's like, okay, I've paid my money. So yeah, I have to
come back and open it once again and explore. Maybe there's some
opportunities for me or I paid for it and I haven't watched anything this month,
so it's kind of useless. So maybe I should catch up on those 10 bucks, right?
Um, otherwise I don't think that like, that it's so interactive or user-friendly that
it makes me watch stuff. It makes me want to explore it, like, especially if
we're looking at Netflix. You can click on those, um, those different buttons
and see what's happening. And then it's all user-friendly and all the trailers are
coming up easily to you. But it's not like it makes me watch it if I don't want
to.

Interviewer: And how carefully do you choose your shows? Do you ever binge-watch
anything just for the sake of binge-watching?

Diana: No. I would say I choose them pretty carefully, or I have friends who can
suggest series to me. And I usually ask them for their opinions. Uh, but, um,
otherwise I think I'm quite careful at choosing the shows I watch. It's not like I,
you know, I'm about to go to bed and then I want to explore how frogs are born
and I can watch pretty much every single episode on that topic. Not really. So I
watch something that has been either recommended, or I have heard good
reviews about it from all over the internet, or I just want to be in the
mainstream, when everyone is talking about this trendy show. And I want to
see it

Interviewer : Yeah, of course. And for you, is binge watching more satisfying than watching
TV? Why or why not?

Diana: Of course it depends on the show. It highly depends on the show. If there is a
good show on TV, um, that would be an option, but it's like rarely. Or during
the last couple of years, it's never been that, that the show has been good on
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TV and I decided to choose that. If I'm not using the streaming platform itself,
I would just Google and see this show somewhere online. So like I never turn
on TV. I don't even remember holding the, um, remote control in my hands for
the past four years maybe.

Interviewer : And can you think of any way in which TV is better than streaming platforms?
For your personally?

Diana : For me personally, because I was thinking about like different age groups, um,
how is it better? Well, it's like always available.At least it was in my
childhood. So you come home, you don't have to open the laptop, but you just
click one button and there it is. As for now, the benefit. Sometimes you can
laugh at things on TV because you don't get a chance to watch that much
advertisement on, on streaming platforms, uh, or on YouTube. And, uh, it's
funny. Some shows there are funny because yeah, that's kind of the television.
They need to hold people's attention.

Interviewer: Yeah. Yeah. I think you're right. There's really like no ads on streaming
platforms at all, but usually it's like a good thing for many people.

Diana : Yeah, not like, I'm anticipating to see an advertisement. No, but just in case
that, I mean, if there was a benefit than, yeah. That's like the only one, I don't
think there are any, actually any benefits of watching TV.

Interviewer: That's interesting. Um, so now let's go back to the streaming platforms. So
when you log into your streaming platform, what do you expect? What do you
want to feel or achieve?

Diana : If anything, I just want to rest and I want this to grab my attention and
completely like, um, absorb me so that I won't be in my normal reality, but in a
reality with my favorite actors or movie characters, whatever. Um, what did I
expect to see? Hmm. Like, just that I'm taken out of my reality. And that
something really grabs my attention or like, of course, if I'm already very
much into the characters, into the show, into the whole, um, like plot, I want to
see what's happening there. So I'm highly involved and I want to see what's
happening next. So that's it.

Interviewer: So from what you just said, can we say that your biggest reason to do it is to
kinda like hide from the real world and to go a different one?

Diana : Not like I'm hiding from it. I am aware I'm in different reality, or at least I try
to remind myself about that, but I just want the TV series to be that interactive
and that interesting that I don't have to think for one hour about my reality.
Like I know I'm here. I know I'm not in the movie itself, but it's good that it
grabs my attention. I like the way that I'm sure something can grab my
attention so well. So like, I understand that books will not, that just like maybe
a hobby would not, or listening to a podcast, or going outside. It's still like the
same reality, but when I'm watching it, I like, I'm sure if I go to Netflix, I will
be absorbed. And that's a good feeling to have, that's like something definite,
it's something constant.

Interviewer: And do you think your binge watching habit affects your social life?

Diana : It's really hard to say in terms of the current situation we're in, like the
quarantine and all the lockdown measures because, I mean, definitely 100%
when I was having a more active life, when I was actually going outside and
doing things outside and interacting with people, um, I was not watching that
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much of any TV shows or any series or anything. And I was not even
subscribed to any streaming platform.

Interviewer: Oh really? So since when are you on the streaming platforms?

Diana : Since March, 2020.

Interviewer: So you signed up right after everything closed down, basically.

Diana : Yeah. Yeah. So you knew you don't want to be in this reality, so to kind of get
away from it.

Interviewer : So do you feel like if you could, you would be more social if you didn't watch?
Or it kind of replaces your social life in a way?

Diana : It doesn't replace my social life or it doesn't replace the need for it. So like, I
still feel like I don't have enough social interactions and I don't meet a lot of
new people or any new people, and I really like that. And if the situation or the
conditions were different, I'm sure I wouldn't be watching so much, um, of the
series. So just, you know, that's like something to substitute, in the conditions
we are given.

Interviewer : Great, I've got one last question.When you're really enjoying the show, is it
easy for you to stop watching or can be really difficult?

Diana : It can be really difficult. It's even more difficult to, you know, get out of the
reality of the show. So you're so engaged, you're so involved. You're so into it,
that then you open your eyes. You're not there. And that's weird because you
have the feeling that you were actually in that movie, like you're dreaming and
you're near the character and you can see that with your own eyes. Um, so of
course it's hard to get back and to stop watching it. Um, it's different because
yeah, of course, if you've been watching it for 20 minutes, you can tell
yourself, Oh, 20 minutes have passed and there, there it is. You have to come
back. And so it's not that absorbing, but if the show has been there for like
three hours and you're actually binge-watching something, yeah, you're so
much into it that you can't really stop. Or you have to make yourself stop and
you're physically not able to continue watching. I mean, at some point you
stop. Yeah. Because it's still your, your mind is so, um, I dunno, I can't even
explain it. So like, you're physically unable to watch more because you don't
feel like you're in the right place. Like your mind is there, but you're physically
here. And at the same time, like, you can't really think properly. All you're
thinking about is that series or the ending, how the plot will evolve or
something. So you can’t actually focus on what's happening around you. And
that becomes a problem. And you just don't want to do it again.

Appendix no. 3: Interview with Bethany (transcript)

Interviewer : So the goal of this interview is to learn why you binge watching and how you
feel when you binge watch. So to start with, I would like to ask you if you
know what the term binge-watching means. Could you explain it to me if you
do?

Bethany: I think I do know what it means. It's like watching many episodes of your
favorite series and just watching it very fast. And one after another.

Interviewer : Yeah, that's right. So binge watching is basically consumption of several
episodes of a television series in one sitting. And could you please tell me,
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what are the first three associations, the three words that come to your mind
when you think of this activity?

Bethany: Um, three words that come to my mind when you say binge watching? Netflix,
series, episode.

Interviewer: Ok, great. And how often do you do binge watch and how much do you
normally watch in one sitting?

Bethany: Well, I don't know if I can say that I binge-watch a lot in the sense that we
discussed. I try not to watch series in my free time because I feel like I spent a
lot of time with my computer when I do some school stuff or work. So when I
have free time and I don't have to do school or work, I try to go out, or read, or
do just something else then using the computer. But what I sometimes do, I
watch videos or series when I work, and I guess you could say that it’s
binge-watching. Like, last time I watched Unorthodox series and it has three or
four episodes, and I watched it all in one sitting. But that's because I have like
seven or eight hours of work so I can watch seven or eight hours of series. But
yeah, I don't know if that's binge watching because it's not like in my free time.

Interviewer : Ok, so you basically do not binge watch in your free time.

Bethany : I think I wouldn't watch the whole series if I didn't work at the same time.

Interviewer : Mm hmm. Do you think you would have watched it at all?

Bethany : Yeah. Yeah, I would. But not like in one sitting.

Interviewer: And have you always had this, like, mindset towards binge-watching or has it
changed over time?

Bethany : Um, I would say I have never been a big binge watcher, but, uh, before corona,
when there were more opportunities to, you know, go out, I think I spent less
time on my computer, so I would sometimes watch a series in the evening, but
not really often, not like every day or maybe not even every week. I think I had
like periods of time when I watched a series, for example, I watched, um, The
Gilmore Girls, which is a really long series. It has like five five seasons. And
each season has maybe twenty, twenty five episodes. So I watch that and yeah
I, I could watch three or four episodes in one sitting, but then when I finished
watching it, I wouldn't watch any series for, I don’t, know a month or two.

Interviewer : Uh, so when you binge watch what, what does it feel like? Can you compare it
to some other activity or media?

Bethany : Oh, well, it definitely feels like I'm losing time. You know, I don't feel good
about it when I know that, I don't know, I could sleep instead of watching this
series or do something else. But, um, usually when I binge watch. it was it was
like usually in the evening. So I started watching a series at, I don't know, eight
o'clock, eight thirty and I would watch longer than I would usually stay awake,
you know, like I would go to sleep between 10 or 11, but when I watched a
series, I would go to sleep maybe at midnight. Mm hmm. So, yeah, it doesn't
feel good.

Interviewer : So would you say it was a bad habit that you wanted to get rid of?

Bethany : Not really. I knew that this wasn't something that I would do a lot, so I knew
that I would finish the series and then I wouldn't watch another one for some
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time. So I knew that it didn't feel good at the moment, but I didn't think it was
a huge problem for me.

Interviewer: Yeah, of course. Ok, so most of the time, is your binge watching planned or
did it happen by accident?

Bethany : Uh, well, so when I talked about binge watching or watching series while
working, that's almost planned, I would say, because I know that I will work
and I can watch something and feel like I'm doing two things at the same time.
But, when I binge watch, in the typical sense, it’s usually not planned, it
happens by accident.

Interviewer : Yeah. So just started and couldn’t stop

Bethany : Yeah. Yeah.

Interviewer : And do you ever, or have you ever felt like the streaming platform itself
encourages you to binge watch?

Bethany : I think it does because it shows you the recommended movies or series that it
thinks you will like or you will want to watch. But I don't think that it often
shows something good for me. It doesn't usually show a good recommendation
for me. So sometimes I, I wanted to, you know, watch something. So I try to
look up something I could watch, but it wasn’t good. Maybe I'm too picky. So
sometimes I didn't even find anything that I would I would watch. Usually I
watch something that's recommended to me by someone I know, by a friend.
So that's the recommendation.

Interviewer: Yeah, not Netflix, but your friends. That makes sense. And so to tie up to that
question and like the stuff you said now, how carefully do choose your
content? Do you ever binge watch just anything just for the sake of binge
watching.

Bethany : No, I don't think so.

Interviewer: Even when you watch while working, you still try to choose a show that you
would really like?

Bethany : Yeah. Yeah.

Interviewer: Ok, so would you say you're really watching or more like listening on the
background?

Bethany : Something in between, maybe. I try to watch it, but I know that I don't have
my full attention on my work and not on the series. So sometimes it's hard to
watch the series while working because yeah, I don't give my full attention to
it and I like, I lose the plotline. So I started in the past month or two, I started
watching Bridgerton and the Crown. But I only saw the first episode of
Bridgerton and the Crown maybe three or four. But then I stopped because I
realized that I don't really know what it's about because I didn't pay attention to
it.

Interviewer: Yeah, but you chose not to keep watching it in your free time and just gave it
up?
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Bethany : Yeah. For now I'm not saying that I will not watch it in the future. Maybe I
will. But yeah, for now I stopped because I didn't know what I was watching
really.

Interviewer: So like would you say you want to binge watch but only if…

Bethany : I really don't like feeling like I'm losing my time. So I usually don't binge
watch in the sense that I would start watching something at 7:00 p.m. and
watch for the next five or six hours I don't do that. Mm. I'm not saying I've
never done that or that I will never do it again, but it's not something that I
would do often or normally. Usually no.

Interviewer : So for you there are like more bad feelings about it than good ones.

Bethany : Yeah, definitely.

Interviewer : Ok, great. For you, is binge watching more satisfying than watching TV? Why
or why not? How would you compare them?

Bethany : Well, I think that I only watch TV with my parents when I go home for the
weekend. We sometimes watch something in the evening. Usually the, uh,
program starts at eight, eight fifteen. So, um, I sometimes watch with them, but
yeah I perceive binge watching, like something that you usually do alone. You
don't have to do it alone, you can binge watch with a friend or boyfriend, I
don't know, whoever. But you usually binge watch on your own. And maybe
typically people binge watch on their own. I don't know. And watching TV for
me, it's I know it's not a good way of spending time with your family, but it's
still a way of spending your time with them, you know. So yeah, sometimes I
watch TV  with them on the weekends with my parents because I want to
spend more time with them. And I know that if I wouldn't watch TV with
them, it would only mean that we spend two less hours together. You know,
and we don't see each other a lot during the day because they usually work or I
also have things to do. So we only see each other in the evening. So we don't
usually have a dinner together or sometimes we do, but we spend one or two
hours together before the TV starts. And then sometimes we watch TV for
another hour or two. But I wanted to I wanted to say that watching TV is for
me now, it’s a way of spending time with my parents, but I don't think I would
watch it without them, on my own.

Interviewer: So from from what I heard, like overall, you have more positive, outlook on
TV than on binge watching? Just like the whole experience for you personally.

Bethany: Oh, I don't know. I wouldn't say it like this. Maybe I wouldn't say it's the
opposite either. But I, I think it's just a bit different. But none of it is worse or
better or sometimes when I watch a series, uh, it's something that I really want
to watch and I and I really enjoy it. And when I watch something with my
parents, maybe the content or the film or anything that's on TV, it's maybe not
that interesting for me, but I I'm there with them just to be with them. But
yeah. So it's just different. Yeah.

Interviewer : That makes sense. Totally. And now, to go back to the streaming platforms.
Normally when you log into your streaming platform account, what do you
expect? What do you want to feel or achieve, if anything?

Bethany : I guess I just want to find something to watch, or maybe I'm looking for
something in particular.
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Interviewer : Any particular emotion you know you are going to feel?

Bethany : I would like, maybe, to relax.

Interviewer : Yeah, of course.

Bethany : And watch something interesting, amusing.

Interviewer : Do you prefer fun content rather than dramatic content or you don't have any
preference?

Bethany : I think I don't have any preference. I talked about Unorthodox, which is
definitely not a comedy or very amusing content, and I liked it. Or it was, you
know, interesting for me to watch. But I also talked about Gilmore Girls,
which is really just something to relax, and to watch, and enjoy. And it's
nothing too hard. Yeah, I don't think I have a preference. I watch both.

Interviewer : And I know you have said a few things about this before, but do you think
binge watching habit affects your social life?

Bethany : I don't think it affects my social life because I think I really don't do it too
often. I can imagine the person who binge watches five days a week, that
probably has an effect on his life or social life. But yeah, I really don't think
that I binge watch binge watch a lot. So I don't think it has an effect on my
social life. Well, maybe it has an effect on my social life in the sense that
sometimes, I don't know the series that people talk about. That's the only thing
that comes to my mind.

Interviewer: But still, this is not enough of a reason for you to actually watch it and spend
twenty hours of your life watching it?

Bethany : I remember around two years ago and everyone watched Game of Thrones, so
I haven't watched it and I'm not planning on watching it. And everyone talks
about it all the time. But I didn't feel feel bad for not not knowing what they're
talking about because I knew that they would talk about it for a week or two or
a month, but then they would stop. And of course it stopped.

Interviewer : So, like, you're not really afraid to miss out in that sense.

Bethany : No, no, I’m not.

Interviewer : All right. Yeah, that's actually one of the things we haven't spoken about yet.
Do you ever binge watch to escape reality? And if so, is that a common
motivation for you?

Bethany : No, I don't think I do that.

Interviewer: So you never seek that feeling of escape or it's not something on your mind?

Bethany : No. And if yes, then definitely not in binge watching. Yeah, as I as I told you,
when I watch series, I usually do it in my work time and I don't think I would
do it much in my free time.

Interviewer: Do you maybe feel like it sort of lets you escape the work that you don't want
to do. That. dread.
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Bethany : Yeah, yeah, that could be because I have a job that is, it can be interesting, but
it’s doing the same thing all the time. And this will sound weird, but it's maybe
too easy, you know. It's so easy, so I don't know. I know I'm not more
productive when I watch something working, but I feel a bit more productive.
And I'm not saying it's good. Like, I feel better when I do two things at the
same time. And so that's maybe that's the escape.

Interviewer: Yeah. That's quite interesting. And like when you're really enjoying the show,
is it easy for you to stop watching or can be really difficult? Like try try to
think of a show that you really enjoyed?

Bethany : Yeah, it's not always easy when I really enjoy it. And there's something, you
know, dramatic and you want to know what's going to happen next. It's not
easy to stop, but I mean, you have stop at some point. So. Yeah, but I don't
have many of this experience. Of course it happens to me, but just a few times,
I would say.

Interviewer: Um, do you feel like you're purposely trying to avoid this experience or just
you don't care for it?

Bethany : Yeah, the second option for sure.

Appendix no. 4: Interview with Tina (transcript)

Interviewer: So the goal of this interview is to find out why you binge-watch and how will
you feel when you do that. To start with, I would like to ask you if you know
what the term binge-watching means, and if yes, could you explain it to me?

Tina: Oh yeah, of course. So for me binge-watching is mainly a lot of time spent,
um, at my computer, usually watching shows or series . that are not that
beneficial for me when it comes to my growth let's say. And, um, yeah, that's
it.

Interviewer: Yeah, that's right. Binge-watching is basically the consumption of several
episodes of a TV show or series in one sitting. And what are the first three
associations or words that come to your mind when you think of this activity?

Tina: Okay. So for me, it's definitely Netflix. Um, Netflix, that'll be the first one.
Then being lazy. Yeah. Laziness. And the last one would be unproductive.

Interviewer: Yeah. That makes sense. And could you tell me how often do you binge-watch
and how much do you normally watch in one sitting?

Tina: Usually in case that there is, uh, there is like a good series, uh, it can happen to
me, and I can have a binge, uh, approximately once per month. And by this, I
mean, I'm spending like a whole day watching a series.

Interviewer: So you do not do it very often, but when you do, you watch a lot, is that what
you mean?

Tina: Yeah, I would say like once a month? And it's like one whole day spent by, uh,
one whole day spent by binge-watching.

Interviewer: Yeah. Okay. And when you do that, what does it feel like? Can you compare it
to some other activity or media?
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Tina: Yeah. Okay. Uh, so since I'm not doing it that often, it feels pretty relaxing and
I don't feel that guilty, but I can imagine that people can feel guilty sometimes
if, um, if they're being unproductive for a long, long time. Um, what can I
compare it to? Hm. I don't know.

Interviewer: I mean, if there's nothing you can compare it to, that's totally fine. Uh, okay.
And, uh, when you binge watch, is it usually planned or it's kind of an accident
that just happens?

Tina: Um, most of the time it is planned because, um, I'm doing it through the
weekend. I know I have a day off. Uh, so it cannot happen by accident.

Interviewer: Okay. So you never really stay up all night on a week day watching
something?

Tina: Probably no.

Interviewer: And do you ever feel like the streaming platform itself encourages you to
binge watch?

Tina: Oh, yeah, of course. I mean, uh, I would say Netflix is built that way to keep
you on the platform. And, um, when one episode is over, you are served with
another right away. So that helps us a lot to keep binge watching, I guess.
Yeah.

Interviewer: And do you feel like it works on you this, like, those tricks?

Tina: Depends on the series. Like when there is a top tier series that I really enjoy, I
want to see it anyway and in case it's not that good, I don't care about Netflix's
algorithms and stuff. So I'd . just close it.

Interviewer: That makes sense. And so normally, how carefully do you choose your
content? Do you ever watch just anything or do you want to watch a specific
series?

Tina: Um, I would I'm choosing carefully what I'll be watching since it's a lot of time
to spend on that. And I spend a lot of time choosing the content on the
platform, just scrolling there, because there is so many things and so many
options that you can choose from. Um, so I would say it's not very random.
It's, uh, it's like a decision process going on there or something.

Interviewer: So when you have like a binge day planned, do you know what exactly you
want to watch? Or you have the feeling like okay, I'd like to watch something
and chill?

Tina: Okay. So I don't usually specify what shows, uh, maybe in case someone
recommended me something, I'll look into it and see if it's good for me. But,
uh, other than that, I don't really specify what kind of content I want to watch,
but, uh, I usually have go-to types of shows and genres and stuff.

Interviewer: Okay. So like there's no one show, but you still kind of know what you want to
watch?

Tina: Yeah, I would say so.

Interviewer: Um, great. For you personally, is binge watching more satisfying than
watching TV? Like, do you ever watch TV?
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Tina: So I don't have a TV. I don't watch TV at all. Maybe once per month when I'm
at home with my mom. Um, and so I would say binge watching is much better
since I can actually choose the content and I have my ad block on, so I don't
have to watch like an hour of advertising. But the main thing for me is that I'm
able to choose the content I want to watch. So for instance, I can watch
documentaries and be kind of productive, or I can watch something relaxing,
but it's my, decision to do it.

Interviewer: So for you, there's like no way in which TV is better than binge-watching?

Tina: No, not really.

Interviewer: Okay, let's go back to the streaming platforms. So usually when you log into
your streaming platform account, what do you expect? Is there a particular
feeling you want to experience? Is there something you want to achieve? If
anything?

Tina: Hmm. So usually if I open my Netflix or HBO or whatever, I want to learn
something new. I want to have a good experience by watching something.
Some like good quality stuff, not just a random TV show about being too hard
to handle or something. And yeah, so I would say, um, what I expect is, uh,
great curated content.

Interviewer: So do you see it like art in a way, not just entertainment ?

Tina: Yeah, I would say definitely an art because, uh, I enjoy watching movies that
are usually from like the top directors and stuff. So kind of an art, isn't it?

Interviewer: And do you ever watch many movies in a row? Do you ever binge movies?

Tina: Um, not that often, but it can happen that I actually watched several movies in
a row, but it's pretty rare.

Interviewer: So do you feel like for you, you feel better after watching movies than, uh,
shows ?

Tina: Um, it's hard to say because some of the series I feel like are, um, often made
on a similar level and quality as movies, especially lately. So I would say
there's not much difference. Yeah. If you choose carefully, then you can always
find good content.

Interviewer: Yeah. Do you feel like your binge watching ever affects your social life in any
way?

Tina: Oh yeah. Sometimes it can happen that, I'm being super introverted and I just
want to stay home, watch Netflix and don't see anyone. But I wouldn't say that
there is a huge impact on my social life because I don't see people any way.

Interviewer: Do you feel like if your mood is good, you'd rather go out and if it's not, you'd
rather stay inside and bine-watch?

Tina: Um, I would say I can binge-watch in any mood, but, um, usually, when I'm in
a good mood, I just want to go out and explore something rather than lying in
bed and being alone.

Interviewer: Yeah, of course. And to tie up to that, do you ever binge watch to escape
reality? Is that a common reason for you?
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Tina: Of course, it's perfect! Like if you're in a bad mood or you just want to be
alone and watch something for a few hours and rest, I guess. So it is sort of
escaping reality thing as well.

Interviewer: If you are in a bad mood, is that your first choice of spending the day?

Tina: No, no, it's not. If I have a bad mood, I would rather go to the gym first and
then maybe binge watch and rest. So like, if I don't have too much energy, but,
it's like the second or third option on my list.

Interviewer: So if those two do not work, then you go to binge watching?

Tina: Yeah, I would say so.

Interviewer: Do you feel like the other ways are better for you, healthier?

Tina: Well, I mean, like gym just always works for me, so that's why it's my go-to.

Interviewer: And when you're really enjoying the show, is it easy for you to stop watching
or it can be quite difficult?

Tina: So I don't binge-watch that often, so I would say if I really enjoy the show, I
would rather just keep watching and finish it all at once in one sitting rather
than stopping in, because yeah, it's pretty hard.

Interviewer: Do you think the reason why you don't watch that much is because you know
that it's hard to stop? Or you just do not want to binge-watch at all?

Tina: I would say the first reason is that I don't want to waste time looking for the
right series because I'm pretty picky. And the second reason is that I would
rather try to read a book or something and do something productive.

Interviewer: So if you spend the whole day, just watching some stuff, you feel like your day
has not been productive?

Tina: Yeah. I do feel unproductive while I'm watching some Netflix series or
whatever, but, um, you don't have to be productive every day, so, it's fine every
once in a while.

Appendix no. 5: Interview with Julia (transcript)

Interviewer: The goal of this interview is to find out why you binge-watch and how you
feel when you do it. So I would like to ask you if you know, what
binge-watching watching is, and if yes, can you explain it to me please?

Julia: Yes. Um, as I understand, binge-watching watching is watching a TV show in
big bulks, I guess, like a whole season, in a short period of time. And that's
really the way I usually watch TV shows.

Interviewer: Yeah, that's perfect. Basically, binge-watching is consumption of several
episodes of a series in one sitting. And what are the first three words that come
to your mind when you think of this activity?

Julia: Relaxing, food, doing nothing.
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Interviewer: Great! Could you tell me how often do you binge-watch and how much do you
usually watch in one sitting?

Julia: I would say like six episodes, six 40-minute episodes per sitting. Um, if there's
like a new TV show coming out and if it's interesting, it can be like a full
season in one night.

Interviewer: In one night or in one day?

Julia: Um, you can start like, you know, after my Workday. So it would be like 8:00
PM and I will just keep watching until I finish.

Interviewer: Do you sometimes stay up all night?

Julia: Not often, but it happens. I watched Cable Girl recently and I did like seven or
eight episodes or even more in one sitting.

Interviewer: Okay. And so when you you binge watch, what does it feel like? Can you
compare it to some other activity or media maybe?

Julia: Um, I think when you binge-watch like the biggest feeling I have is just being
fully consumed by that, that type of media, especially if the plot is super
interesting. It's really hard to just say no and stop watching the show because
you want to know what's going to happen next. Um, so it does give you a
feeling of like a virtual reality. So I wouldn't even say it's like media it's more
like an AR experience, I guess, like a computer game sometimes, especially if
it's like a really engaging show. Um, on the other hand, sometimes if it's like a
lighter show, it could feel more like a, you know, like when you're scrolling
TikTok or Instagram Reels, and it's just like, you want to keep going, but it
doesn't mean that doesn't mean it really consumes you, you're just stuck there
for no particular reason, it's just because you're lazy and you're just so relaxed
and you don't want to turn it off and do something else.

Interviewer: And usually is your binge-watching plant or it happens by accident?

Julia: It's usually planned. It's usually when I'm not busy, when I know that I'm going
to have a day off and yeah, I just do it. Sometimes it may come unplanned,
very rarely, but again, it has to be a free day. So it's still, there is some sort of
plan into it. So, but if I know, for example, that like I'm making lunch and I
want to watch one episode of a show and then it just gets me hooked and I'm
like, okay, well I'll watch another episode. Well, okay. Maybe one more. And
then it just goes on.

Interviewer: Yeah, right. Uh, and do you ever feel like the streaming platform itself
encourages you to bring it?

Julia: Oh, absolutely. And I only use Netflix and the fact that next episode just
automatically goes on. I mean, there are so many instances when I would be,
um, like sitting and watching something, an episode of Criminal Minds or
Gilmore Girls, and like Gilmore Girls, I've seen it so many times and I know
every single episode. And so if the next one starts I'm like, oh yeah, I know
this one is going to be good, let me just stay here.

Interviewer: Oh, so you rewatch old shows too?

Julia: Yeah.
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Interviewer: That's interesting. Is there any reason why you do it?

Julia: I think it feels safe, especially I usually rewatch lighter shows like Friends or
Gilmore Girls. Um, I also rewatched The Office. Um, yeah, so like something
that I, I know what's going to happen, but it doesn't really matter because I just
enjoy the show, the characters and the humor, I guess, in the shows, it's nice to
even have it in the background. Um, yeah. And usually if I am watching it, it's
like, I'm still doing something else. So like I'm either on my phone or I can be
reading something. So I think it's a bit of a different binge watching than like
starting a new show and actually being focused on it.

Interviewer: And how carefully do you choose your shows? Do you ever binge-watch
anything just for the sake of watching somethinig?

Julia: I think I'm very careful with selecting the new shows. It's like, if I am going to
be spending so much time on it, because I know that if I start a show, I will
binge-watch it, like there's no other way, so it has to be a good one. So I
usually watch something that is recommended by my friends or roommates
now. Or when I see my roommates watching something in our living room on
TV, and if I enjoy the show, like I can be in the kitchen and I can hear it or see
it. And so I'm like, Oh, okay, that looks interesting. So then I start watching it,
but just like randomly finding something? No, never. I need some proof that
it's going to be worth it.

Julia: Yeah, of course. And for you, is binge-watching more satisfying than
whatching TV?

Interviewer: What do you mean by watching TV?

Interviewer: Watching regular, scheduled TV.

Julia: Um, I would say yes, but it's the circumstances of where I'm at. Like, I haven't
had a TV for over five years at this point. So when I was at school in
Lithuania, I didn't have a TV. Um, then I would come back home. My parents
are rarely home, so no one watches anything, like our cable broke years ago
and no one ever fixed it. So, and the remote control has been lost for a year
and a half. So we don't use the TV back home. We would just hook the
computer to the TV and like watch a movie from a streaming service or some
website. And right now I have Roku, which is technically like a smart TV and
I do have cable, but it's only like the news. So there's really no other choice for
me. And even with that, I think I would have preferred a streaming service
because I'm watching what I want, what I, what I know, and whenever it's
convenient for me, I don't have to adjust my schedule to the TV schedule.

Interviewer: So for you, there's really no way in which TV is better than binge-watching?

Julia: No.

Interviewer: Okay, all right. So normally when you log into your streaming platform
account, what do you expect? Are you seeking a certain feeling?

Julia: I don't think I have any expectations about the feelings. I think I want to have a
clear picture of what shows I'm watching. Um, I want a user-friendly interface.
That's one thing. Um, I also, I appreciate good suggestions. I like having those
trailers that are like already animated so I don't even have to go and like click
on it. So I think I like to be properly informed. And from the shows, I think
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just like a feeling of like escaping my own daily routine, relaxing, fully
unwinding.

Interviewer: And do you think your binge-watching habit affects your social life in any
way?

Julia: Maybe in a positive way, you know, it's like a good topic to discuss with
people? I don't really, I don't usually sacrifice like gowing out to binge
watching because I only watch something if I'm home and usually going out
and meeting people, it's a priority.

Interviewer: And do you ever watch with someone else, like your friends?

Julia: Not really. I mean, I can discuss the show with a friend who I know has seen it
or is watching it.

Interviewer: Okay. And do you ever binge watch to escape reality? I know you've touched
upon this already. So is binge-watching your top choice when you want to
escape reality?

Julia: Um, not always. Well, it does happen to me when I feel burnt out because I
have a very busy schedule and like a lot of things which, um, like involve a lot
of mental work. So whenever I want to fully escape everything that I have to
think about, I just put on a TV show where it's like, I can watch someone else's
life and not think of mine. But not always that, sometimes it's just like, I want
to do something different, you know, and I want something going on, like
some kinds of background noise, I guess. But I wouldn't say like escaping
reality. It's just something, something interesting to do in the day. And, um,
yeah, I would say that would be the main reason, to do something different and
to do something just to relax, not, not necessarily escape from reality, but just
to relax.

Interviewer: Yeah. Of course. And when you really enjoying the show, is it easy for you to
stop watching or can be really difficult?

Julia: Can be really difficult.

Interviewer: How do you deal with that?

Julia: I mean, I just go with the flow. Like I will, I know my limits and I would say
sometimes if I feel tired, I'll go to bed. If I, if I know that I don't have anything
important going on in the morning, I'll just be watching through the night and
I'll sleep until later. During the day, for example, I will only binge-watch if I
can allow it today, if I don't have any meetings, I don't have any super
important stuff to do. I will binge-watch and it has no effect on me, you know,
it's like I could have been doing, I don't know, reading a book for a day or
going for a walk. I'm just watching something, you know, I'm relaxing on my
couch. So it's like, it doesn't have any really negative effects. Or maybe, I
mean. Sometimes I can feel quite guilty about it. Like this Friday, I did tons of
work and I was really tired. And I, I was initially planning to sit down and like
write applications for internships, but in the back of my mind, I also knew that
I can do it on the weekend or on Monday because I will have time. That's why
I, when I started watching the show and like being on my computer, you know,
playing a game, I could stop but I didn't want to stop because I just thought to
myself, like, I can do these things later. Like, the applications and stuff,
realistically. And still, I did feel guilty the next day, really guilty that I was
like, I just wasted half of my day. But at the same time, I know that I also
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spend a lot of energy on other things. So I guess people have to be a little more
forgiving to themselves, especially if it's not like something critical because I
know that if it was really critical, like if it had been critical for me to do those
internships, I would've done them.

Interviewer: Yeah. Sure. I would also like to go back to one thing that you mentioned,
you've said something about playing games, is that right? Is that something
you do in your free time?

Julia: Yeah. Just one game, I play the Sims.

Interviewer: Oh, okay. And for you, is binge-watching similar to playing games in any
way?

Julia: I think they are similar in a way of like escaping and fully unloading yourit
mind. You don't really have to think about anything, but also I can only
compare it to watching like an older show wheere I know what's going to
happen there. Like you feel in control. The reason why I play the Sims, I don't
really play for the gameplay of like the human life or whatever, but it's just
like, I'm building things, creating things, just letting my creative potential to
open up. And, um, I will, I usually do it and I have like a TV show that I know
playing in the back. Kind of like in the background.

Interviewer: So it's common for you to play and watch at the same time?

Julia: Yes.

Interviewer: Is that how you watch old shows normally?

Julia: Yeah. I never watch watch an older show unless like, I haven't seen it for a
whole while and I don't know what's going to happen, but usually I can
rewatch show which I watched like only a year ago. It's just comforting, it
feels safe.

Interviewer: Okay, and if that's what you seek from an old show, what do you seek from a
new show? Anything in particular?

Julia: Yeah. I mean, for sure some excitement and something interesting, you know,
it always has to be like either interesting plot twists or like an interesting idea
that the show raises, so it's just something different. Yeah.

Appendix no. 6: Interview with Kayla (transcript)

Interviewer: The purpose of this interview is to find out why you binge-watch and how you
feel when you do it. So to start with, could you please tell me if you know
what binge-watching is? If yes, how could you explain it to me?

Kayla: Mm. I think I know what it is. I know this concept as when you, uh, watch the
whole TV series in one sitting, or maybe a few, like, episodes of a series in one
night. That's what I consider binge-watching.

Interviewer: Yeah, that's right. Binge watching is consumption of several episodes of a TV
show in one sitting. And what are the first three associations or words that
come to your mind when you think of this activity?

Kayla: Netflix, TV series, free time.
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Interviewer: Perfect. And could you tell me how often do you binge watch and how much
do you normally watch in one sitting?

Kayla: Um, I used to binge watch almost every day, I would say, when I don't have a
lot of work. So for example, now I'm writing my bachelor's thesis, so I don't
have time for it, but when I only have my work and nothing else, I would say I
watch three to four times a week, two or three episodes at once, sometimes
more.

Interviewer: All right. Does it normally happen on weekdays or weekends?

Kayla: Both.

Interviewer: Do you ever watch more than that? Any extreme binge-watching experiences?

Kayla: So, I remember it to this day and like, back then, I had no idea that binge
watching is a thing, or maybe at that time it didn't exist at all. But when I was
teenager, maybe like 14 years old, I watched the Vampire Diaries and one
night I was watching and watching and suddenly, like, the sun was rising. So I
realized I watched through the whole night and I went to sleep at like five
o'clock in the morning. It was only like once in my life and I never did this
again, but yeah, sometimes I watch like four to five episodes when it's the
weekend. I don't have to get up and go anywhere.

Interviewer: Yeah, I get it. Um, so when you binge watch, what does it feel like? Can you
compare to any other activity or media?

Kayla: Um, when I binged watch Bridgerton, like maybe in, February, it was after a
really long time that I binged-watched something because I had a lot of work
to do, and I was really busy. So like I went a few months or at least few weeks
without binge-watching. And when I was binge-watching Bridgerton, it was
really exciting. And I remembered like how it makes up for the boring life we
have right now. Like, I was completely satisfied with spending the night in and
watching like a few episodes in one night. And it was really amazing and
exciting. And, um, yeah, it was better than going somewhere for me at that
moment and meet real people. So, yeah, I prefer it sometimes over going out
with my friends.

Interviewer: And usually, is your binge-watching planned or it happens by accident? Like
you only mean to watch maybe one episode.

Kayla: I would say both, sometimes I say to myself, I deserve to treat myself and like,
when I know that on the weekend the weather is going to be bad, I'm just
going to plan a binge-watch to have a nice day in, but sometimes I just plan to
watch one episode and go to sleep. Like, for example, on work days. But when
I watch something really exciting, I do maybe two, two and a half, three
episodes.

Interviewer: So for you, it is like a treat.

Kayla: Yes. Exactly.

Interviewer: And do you ever feel like the streaming platform itself encourages you to
binge-watch?

Kayla: Yeah, of course, like Netflix is, I guess, built that way that they want you to
binge-watch because they release entire seasons at once and they play the
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episodes one after another, without you needing to do anything. So I think
Netflix definitely encourages it. And when I had HBO it, I remember it
worked quite differently and I didn't like it. So I would say Netflix is
encouraging the most.

Interviewer: So you feel like those tricks work on you?

Kayla: Yeah, definitely. Yeah, but I binged-watch even before I had Netflix, so I
would say it works on me, but I think I would, uh, play the episodes even if it
didn't start automatically, when it's a really good show.

Interviewer: Hmm. So like, it's still your choice.

Kayla: Yes, I would say so.

Interviewer: And how carefully did you choose your content? Do you ever watch anything
for the sake of watching?

Kayla: No. This is something I never do. I usually spend a lot, like a lot of time when
I want to watch something, but I don't have anything like in the middle, like
when I finish something, then I either have to have something planned or I
spend a lot of time choosing what to play. And sometimes I spend even like
30, 40 minutes browsing and I dpn't find anything. So I either go to YouTube
or Instagram or just do something different because I get so frustrated that,
like, I couldn't find anything because there's so many things.

Interviewer: Would you say you have high standards? Do you only watch specific type of
content? Or like, why do you think it takes you so long?

Kayla: Mm, I usually don't want to commit to something that's really long, for
example has like 10 seasons. So that's one thing. Second one is, I don't think I
have like a good taste or anything, but I have some type of series that I like to
watch or like something I've known about for a long time and I'm really
looking forward when I get to it. But yeah, I don't know. I'm just indecisive, I
guess.

Interviewer: So in the end, what is the key criteria? Like when you make a choice , why do
you choose that one and not something else?

Kayla: I usually read the reviews and the ratings on ČSFD. So I don't like to watch
something when I don't know how it's rated and what people say about it,
because I don't want to watch anything that I might not like, and spend time on
something I will not like, so for me, it takes so long because I'm like, I find it
on Netflix usually, and then I look it up on Google and ČSFD to find the
reviews. So it takes a really long time. And usually when the reviews are
mixed, then it depends on whether I have the mood to watch this or that. So
sometimes I wanna watch girly stuff or maybe a crime series, so it really
depends.

Interviewer: And do you always watch new shows, or you rewatch some old ones too?

Kayla: Yes, I do, but only the really long ones and usually comedies that you can have
on like when you cook or clean. So I don't rewatch anything intense, but like I
rewatched, uh, Sex and the city, like four times, Gilmore girls, How I Met
Your Mother, Big Bang Theory? Uh, maybe some other. So usually the ones
that have many episodes and seasons, and you can just have them on any time,
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anywhere, but not anything intense that I would have to focus on. I wouldn't
rewatch anything and give my full focus to it for a second time.

Interviewer: And for a new show, do you just watch or can you do something else too?

Kayla: No, when I watch something new, I never do anything else. I do something
else only with podcasts, but when I watch something, I only focus on it. So
maybe that's why I'm not watching just anything, and I am really picky about
it.

Interviewer: Hmm. That's very interesting. And for you personally, is binge-watching more
satisfying than watching normal TV?

Kayla: I don't really watch much TV nowadays because I don't have a TV and I only
watch TV with my mother. And then we usually go for something we both
like, which is not maybe what I would go for when I'm alone. So I would say
binge-watching is better for me right now, or I like it more because I get to
choose what I watch. And when it's TV, I'm not the only one who's choosing.
But, uh, when there is a really good movie, I enjoy it just the same as Netflix.

Interviewer: And is there any way for you that TV is better than streaming platforms and
binge-watching? Can you think of anything at all?

Kayla: Yeah. Like it's better because there's not that much movies and series going on.
So when something is on, I just play it and watch it without thinking about it
really much. But when I'm on Netflix, I spend a lot of time like looking up
reviews. So it's easier when you maybe don't have a lot of time and you wanna
just, like when you're cooking or cleaning, you just put anything that's on TV.
So I'm not that picky about movies and series in the television.

Interviewer: When you log into your streaming platform account, what do you expect? Is
there any feeling you're seeking? Do you want to achieve anything?

Kayla: Um, when I'm logging in, I'm either looking forward to continue something
what I'm watching right now, or I know that there is a big decision ahead of me
and I have to choose like, from the bunch of stuff. So it's either the excitement
of continuing something or like confusion, confusion about what I'm going to
watch.

Interviewer: Mm. So you sometimes feel stressed when you open it?

Kayla: Yes, absolutely.

Interviewer: But even if it stresses you out, you still think it's worth it, spending so much
time choosing what to watch? Although it stresses you out, you still don't try to
choose faster.

Kayla: Yes. Yes. Sometimes, it ends up that I'm not watching anything. Like when it
takes maybe more than five minutes, like 10, 20, 30, I know I'm not going to
choose anything anymore. So it's a waste of time because either I go for
anything that comes to me after 30 minutes of choosing and I just click it and
like, okay, I'm going to watch this. I don't want be choosing anymore, but I, uh,
turn it off after maybe two minutes because that's not what I want. That's not
what I was feeling like. So usually, when it takes more time, it ends up that I'm
not watching anything. I don't know why it happens to me, but like, if I'm
coming to Netflix and I don't know what I want to watch, I usually don't watch
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anything and go to a different platform. I don't know, it's like there so much to
choose from that I just can't choose.

Interviewer: And, do you think your binge-watching habit affects your social life in any
way?

Kayla: No. I think it did at some point of my life, but it was with only a few TV
series. I can't remember which ones, but like I had a few ones that, for
example, I remember I was with my friends playing board games somewhere
and I got frustrated and I was wishing to be home and continuing this TV
series. So yeah, I would say sometimes, not very often, but it happens to me
that it has an impact on my social life.

Interviewer: And is there any good impact? It doesn't have to be negative, it can be both, it
can be positive.

Kayla: Mm. I don't think I ever had positive impact on my social life with watching a
TV series. A few negative ones, but not that much.

Interviewer: So when you want to leave your friends and go binge-watch, what do you feel?
Why is it a negative experience? Because, you know, it's your choice, it doesn't
necessarily have to be negative.

Kayla: Yeah. think like when I go home and I imagine like in 30 minutes I'll be
watching the show, I kind of sometimes feel a little embarrassed that I left
them. But it's nothing that I would consider seriously. I just sometimes felt
weird and a little embarrassed when I thought this, but nothing serious.

Interviewer: But why do you think you feel embarrassed? Is there any particular reason you
could point out?

Kayla: I think because we are always told since we are kids, like with your friends, it's
supposed to be the best time of your life. Like the most important thing is to
socialize and build connections with people. And like binge watching, it's not
productive. It's just relaxing. So maybe sometimes you feel like you are
overdoing it and you should be more productive in some way. And then being
with friends is not productive either, but it's building good connections that we
were told we should have for life. So maybe this is why it's embarrassing.

Interviewer: And do you ever binge watch to escape reality? Is that a common motivation
for you?

Kayla: I would say yes, because usually after work, I really don't want to go to sleep
unless I change my thoughts from the work to something different. So like, to
be fully satisfied with the day, I want to have something from like another
world than mine. So usually, it's a really good way for me to turn my brain off
after work and after a whole day off doing something. So not really, like I hate
my life and I don't want to be in it, so I'm going to binge-watch for the rest of
my life, but to, like, escape, my thoughts before going to sleep and to calm
down.

Interviewer: And if you have a happy fun day, do you still want to do it, or is it only on
mundane or maybe sad days?

Kayla: No, I do it on happy days as well, because it's kind of my habit to watch
something before I go to sleep, more than like reading books or just, I don't
like to go to bed and go straight to sleep. I watch something every day, even if
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it's like only for 10 minutes of something. I don't know why, but I just do it
every night.

Interviewer: So for you, it's like a routine kind of thing as well?

Kayla: Exactly.

Interviewer: And, when you're really enjoying a show, is it easy for you to stop watching or
can it be really hard? And how do you deal with it?

Kayla: When I really enjoy the show and I don't have to get up the next morning and
do anything, I just watch till I'm absolutely like half asleep. And when it's on a
work day and I'm watching something I really like, but it's not maybe built that
way that like it has cliffhangers at the end, I don't have that much of a problem
to go to sleep after one episode because I learned to value my sleep. So I
usually go to sleep every day at the same time and especially on the work days.
So on work days, I would say I can turn off anything. And on weekends, it's a
little bit harder if I don't have to wake up early. It really depends on how much
sleep I'm going to get that night.

Appendix no. 7: Interview with Simon (transcript)

Interviewer: The purpose of this interview is to find out why you binge-watch and how you
feel when you do it. So to begin with, I would like to ask you if you know,
what binge watching is, and if yes, could you explain it to me please?

Simon: Uh, okay. I don't know the clinical definition, but I guess that's when you
watch many episodes of TV show in a row, you don't sleep and you lose any
contact with the real world, your friends and stuff, and yeah, that is just when
you don't really control your consumption of Netflix content, sort of.

Interviewer: Yeah, basically, binge-watching is consumption of several episodes of a show
or series in one sitting. But from what you said, do you feel like it has a
negative connotation?

Simon: Um, I would say that it might have a negative feedback on your social life.
However, it might also have a positive side, to have some rest, for example, or
to have a mental break that might actually help people to find some balance
when they are really stressed at work.

Interviewer: Yeah. It's true. And what are the first three words that come to your mind when
you think of binge watching?

Simon: Netflix, night, TV shows.

Interviewer: Hmm. And you said night, do you usually binge watch at night? Is that
common for you?

Simon: Actually it might start in the evening and then go till like three in the morning,
I would say. But it does not really happen that much because unfortunately I
do have a job. But, I used to binge watch, like till three, at least three in the
morning.

Interviewer: Oh, is that how you binge-watch usually? Like, how often do you binge-watch
and how much do you normally watch in one sitting?
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Simon: Um, let me think. I would say that for me binge-watching happens
approximately once in two months, I would say. So it's like one TV show that
really hooks my attention, and I really try to finish it within one or two days.

Interviewer: So like how many hours can you watch at once?

Simon: Um, I would say from 12 to 15 episodes in a row, but like that would be
watching TV shows and doing sometimes simultaneously. So like, I don't
know, cleaning up or doing stretching, some work or I dunno, some routine
stuff and then watching that on the background.

Interviewer: Uh, and so like, are those like one hour episodes or 30 minutes episodes? Just
to clarify,

Simon: One hour or fifty minute episodes normally. I mean, it happens sometimes, for
example, with Money Heist, I was in the UK and I didn't have a lot of work or
studying to do. And especially one week I was really sick, so I just had to stay
in my room and that show was something to entertain me. So why not?

Interviewer: Yeah, of course. So when you watch, what does it feel like? Like, can you
compare it to any other activity, any other media or anything?

Simon: Um, at first it feels really satisfying and it feels like a new experience. Like
you're going out with your friends to a new place, sort of like an activity, but
then I would say like the last three episodes that you're watching do not really
bring that much satisfaction anymore. However, you still keep doing it. But
yeah, like the last episodes, they don't really bring that much joy because you
already tired and you're probably falling asleep, and you don't really enjoy the
process that much anymore. You just want to finish and to know what is
actually happening at the end of the episode or season.

Interviewer: Yeah, same. Um, so usually is your binge-watching planned or it happens by
accident?

Simon: I've never thought that you can plan a binge-watching session, but okay.

Interviewer: I mean, if you know a show came out and you know you want to see it, you
might say, like, okay, I'm free on Saturday, I'll watch it all.

Simon: Uh, maybe, okay, if it is a show that I already started and that is like the fourth
season or something, and I really know that I'm going to like it and I wanna
watch it all and then discuss everything with my friends and stuff. So I would
probably plan it ahead. Like, I dunno, like TV shows like Sex Education or
something that everybody watches and I really enjoyed their previous content.
I would say that when I know the date, I would actually plan that I'm going to
watch it within one or two days. Yeah.

Interviewer: But it's not common?

Simon: Well, when I stumble across a new TV show, I'm not able to predict whether
I'm going to like it so much that I'm going to binge-watch. But if that is
something I binge-watched before, and there is a new season, so probably
that's going to happen with this TV show. And that's going to be like, sort of
planned, I guess.

Interviewer: And if you start a random new show, do you usually intend to watch just one
episode or you intend to watch several?
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Simon: Um, I usually try to watch approximately two episodes or three. And if I do
like it, I keep watching. Um, if I don't really enjoy that, if I don't like the
humor or the visual content of it, I just quit and go to the next one.

Interviewer: That makes sense. And do you ever have a feeling that the streaming platform
itself encourages you to binge watch?

Simon: Oh, yeah. So many ways. Actually, Netflix has that button like next episode,
and that still works even if you don't press it. So that is sort of the feature that
encourages that. Um, also they always remind you where you stop, which TV
show you started, even if that was like a year ago or something, they always
change the covers to keep you interested in the TV shows. So you just press it
and they have like a good click through rate and stuff. Um, yeah, I would say
those features really encourage you to keep watching TV. And I'm actually
pretty surprised that Netflix doesn't have push notifications. Maybe I turned
those off. Maybe not.

Interviewer: So those tricks work on you?

Simon: I would say especially when the episode stars by itself, I would say yes,
because like sometimes I take a few seconds to think whether I'm going to
watch the next episode, but then it has already started. And I was like, okay,
just like maybe five or 10 minutes of these episodes and it will turn it off in the
middle. Uh, so yeah, I think that particular feature does affect me a lot.

Interviewer: Interesting. And how carefully do you usually choose your content? Do you
ever binge-watch anything just for the sake of watching something?

Simon: Um, usually no. Like there are a few ways that I started watching TV shows.
That is either somebody recommends it to me, like a friend of mine, they really
liked the show and they already told me a bit about the plot and the characters
and stuff. And I thought that would be a good fit for me. Or like I've seen a
trailer or maybe even a TikTik video or a post on Instagram. I really liked
maybe some joke or some like short video that I found on social media. And I
just look it up, start watching. And that might turn into a binge watching
session.

Interviewer: So you never just click on a random show?

Simon: Usually not. If I'm really tired, I click on random trailers, but to be honest, I've
never ended up actually watching through the TV show after I just randomly
chose the trailer, and started watching it. It never happened to me.

Interviewer: And do you have any criteria for the shows you watch? Is there a particular
type or vibe you're looking for?

Simon: That depends on the mood really. Like that can get really different. Sometimes
I go for really easy watching, you know, like the Big Bang Theory or Friends
type, just to have it on the background and do some like work simultaneously.
Sometimes I watch something really dramatic with like murder blood,
something like that. Sometimes I do like documentaries or something that is
visually appealing and I might binge watch those because I like the picture that
I'm looking at or the information that I'm getting from that. I think that would
be like the three main types of content that I choose to binge.
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Interviewer: So you said like for fun show, it just kind of plays on the background. And
with dramatic or documentary shows, is that the same kind of scheme, or you
just watch and do nothing else?

Simon: If that is is a documentary I usually do like to concentrate on it because it does
contain a lot of information and if I don't really pay attention to it, I'm not
going to catch it. And regarding dramatic stuff, I do watch it, like, because of
the emotions I get, because of the nerve. So if I don't really pay attention to it,
I'm not going to really live that experience. So I try to pay attention. With
sitcoms and stuff, they are really easy to catch up. They don't have that
complicated plot or anything to follow. So it's pretty easy to jump on and off
from that type of content.

Interviewer: Yeah. That's true. Let's take a step away from streaming platforms for a
second. Do you feel like binge-watching is more satisfying than watching TV?

Simon: Um, for me it is more satisfying because, to be honest, I do not really
remember the last time when I was watching something on TV, but still, each
episode was released just once per day or even per week. And I lose the
connection that I had. Within the week. I might even forget what happened in
the previous episode. When you watch it on a streaming platform, you are
actually in control of how many episodes you're going to consume and you
actually can get used to the characters really quickly. You're like literally living
with them and you have some sort of bond with them and you just feel their
emotions. You're really worried and excited about their life, events that they're
having on the show. So for me, it is much more satisfying than watching
something on TV.

Interviewer: Hmm. Do you think you'd like some shows less if you didn't binge-watch them
but just watched them on TV?

Simon: To be honest, I think that I wouldn't like them that much, like the empathy for
the characters would really decline on my side.

Interviewer: Yeah. I mean, it makes sense definitely. Normally when you log into your
streaming platform account, what do you expect? Like in terms of what feeling
are you seeking or what do you want to achieve?

Simon: Um, I wanna get like a chill vibe, but at the same time, with new experience,
or emotion, or information. So like, that is a bit weird, but something that feels
comfortable, but something new at the same time. So that it does bring you joy
and new experience, but it is something expected. Something you are in
control of. Something relaxing and fulfilling at the same time.

Interviewer: Okay. Do you think your binge watching habits affects your social life in any
way?

Simon: Um, well, when I do binge-watch, I think so, but that happens rarely. So if it is
one weekend out of like two months, I wouldn't say that it has a huge impact
on my social life. Even without binge-watching, I might sometimes choose to
spend the weekend on my own and not go out with anyone . I can just stay
home, do some work or just relax by reading books. Like that kind of social
distancing might happen for me even without binge-watching. So I wouldn't
say it change my relationship with my friends or family. It's more of a way to
spend time at home and unwind, I don't sacrifice going out for the sake of
binge-watching.
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Interviewer: And do you ever binge watch to escape reality? Is that a common motivation
for you?

Simon: Let me think, that is a good question. Maybe some times when I feel bored and
I don't really know how to entertain myself in any new, exciting way. So I
might start watching something just for the sake of experiencing something
new.

Interviewer: Would you call it a way to kill time?

Simon: It is definitely not to kill my time because like when I binge-watch something,
I truly enjoy it. I like the content to be either really visually appealing or
contain interesting information or exciting plot twists. So I do enjoy that a lot.
I don't really want just to kill time. Maybe in some way it is like escaping
reality because I wouldn't have those experiences in real life.

Interviewer: You said you binge-watch when you're bored. And do you ever binge-watch
when you're feeling down? Is that something you would consider?

Simon: Um, to be honest, I wouldn't binge-watch a TV show when I feel really down.
I wouldn't binge-watch something new. I might watch something that I'm
familiar with, like I watched it a while ago, so I'm familiar with the plot and
what is going on. But when I feel really down or sort of depressed, I wouldn't
really start binging a new show. I guess it's pretty different with new shows
and old shows, yeah.

Interviewer: And when you're really enjoying the show, is it easy for you to stop watching
or can be really difficult? Like how do you deal with that?

Simon: It might get really difficult and have no idea how to deal with it.

Interviewer: Okay. So is it like a big problem for you?

Simon: Uh, like I wouldn't say that it affects my work or any social activities. It's more
like when I turn on a TV show and I really really like it , and that problem only
lasts for a few days. But yeah, I don't really think about any shows when I'm at
work or when I'm with my friends. That is not something I think about all the
time.

Interviewer: Awesome. Is there anything else that you would like to add?

Simon: Sure. So many thoughts. Um, for example, I like, I literally watched one TV
show, Big Bang Theory, so many times it's crazy. So I literally know all the
things they're going to say right now, but sometimes I still turn it on instead of
music or when I'm trying to fall asleep. I tried to start meditating before sleep a
few days ago, but it didn't work for me as well as watching the big bang theory
for like the fourth time. I just know what they're going to do and say, and it
really calms me down. So I fall asleep really quickly.

Appendix no. 8: Interview with Emma (transcript)

Interviewer: Okay, welcome to our interview. The first question, do you know what the
term binge watching means?

Emma: Uh, yes I do.
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Interviewer: Could you explain in to me?

Emma: Yeah, binge-watching is watching many episodes or hours of shows or series.
Like many in a row, in one sitting.

Interviewer: Yeah, that's perfect. Binge watching is consumption of several episodes of a
television series in one sitting. Okay. The next question, what are the first three
associations that come to your mind when you think of, uh, this activity?

Emma: Netflix, bed, relaxation.

Interviewer: Great. And how often do you binge watch? How much do you usually watch
in one sitting?

Emma: I think it really depends on the day, uh, because I watch more on weekends
than I do on weekdays. Uh, but yeah, I would say I binge-watch at least a little
bit almost every week. Maybe once in two weeks. On a weekday, I can watch
something in the evening. I can watch maybe two episodes or three or more if
the show is really good, although I try not to so that I can go to sleep at a
reasonable time and be ready for work the next morning. And on a weekend, I
don't really control myself that much if I really like a show. I don't really watch
more than like six episodes per day or in a row. I mean, I guess I can watch a
whole show in a day if it's like eight episodes, but I'll watch maybe like three
in the morning and like three in the evening. So, yeah, but I guess it's never, it's
never like eight per day. It's it's too much for me.

Interviewer: Well, it also depends on how long the episodes are.

Emma: Yeah, that's true. That's true, actually. Yeah. So if it's only like 20 minutes, then
I can watch like seven and eight and it's going to be just four hours and I
would feel fine about it.

Interviewer: Okay. So when you binge watch, what does it feel like? Can you compare it to
some other activity or media?

Emma: Hmm. When I binge-watch it's, I am really immersed into the story and. I
might not even realize that, you know, time has passed. I think I really get into
that world and kind of forget about my life and what's happening around me.

Interviewer: Um, can you can compare it to some other activity?

Emma: Yeah. Mm. I mean, I can feel the same way if I'm watching a movie, but the
movie has to be really good for me to like, be so much into it. And, you know,
if it's a show and I've been watching it for three hours, then there's a higher
chance that I will be really immersed into the story. And compared to other
media, it's kind of like a flow mode when I'm just really focused on this one
thing. So I guess if I was like playing a game, maybe like on my phone or
computer, when all my focus is on this thing and I don't really do anything else
and all my thoughts are on this object, on this thing I'm doing or watching.

Interviewer: Okay. And most of the time is your binge watching planned or does it happen
by accident?

Emma: It kind of depends, of course. On a weekday, I can kind of plan it because if I
know I don't have too much going on, I know that I have time to do it. Like if I
know I have free time, it's one of my top ways to spend it. I can plan that, you
know, I'm going to watch like a few hours, but it can also happen that I just
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watch one episode to see if I like the show, and then it really like sucks me in
and it's really hard to stop. I mean, if I had to do work, I would do work
obviously. But if it's just like something not that important or not that urgent,
you know, I can be like, okay, well, I can do that tomorrow and just watch
stuff. Recently, I was supposed to meet my friend at like 7:00 PM. And then I
started this show like in the afternoon and and then I really wanted to watch
one more episode. So I said to her, hmm, I have work to do, can we meet at 8?
And she was like, yeah, sure. But, you know, that's how much I was into it. I
didn't even know that show before that day, but I started and it just sucked me
in.

Interviewer: And do you feel like the streaming platform itself encourages you to
binge-watch?

Emma: Oh yeah, I think there are a few features that are meant to make us watch
more. When you finish one, episode, Netflix and HBO start another one
immediately. So for you to stop, you have to do something and click and for
you to keep watching you just, you just sit there and it starts, by itself.
Sometimes, I'm like, wait, I have to be fast and click close so that it doesn't
start. If I'm sure I want to stop, then of course I'll stop, but if I'm not sure, and
I'm still thinking and it starts, and I see like a frame of something interesting,
I'm like, well, I'm going to watch for five minutes and see now how this
cliffhanger ends. But then I'm like, okay, 20 minutes. And then it's been 50
minutes and I watched the whole thing. Oh, and there are recommendations
too. But I think those things, they just make me spend more time on Netflix,
but sometimes I would just like walk into my profile to see what's happening
there and if there's any new show. I'll just like click on those little trailers and,
uh, you know, maybe add some things to my list, but I'm not going to watch
anything. And sometimes I also feel like there are so many things and trailers
shouting at me that it's really hard to choose. Cause like they all look good or
they all look bad, you know, it deppends. But yeah, I would say it makes me
spend more time on the platform for sure. And sometimes when I'm working
and I have like a short break, I can look into my profile and check what's
happening there. If there is any new show that looks good, I say to myself that
okay, in the evening, I'm going to watch this. I just browse it to have this
feeling like, oh, I'm gonna watch something great tonight or this weekend. And
that makes me really excited.

Interviewer: So when you add some things to your list, you always come back to them and
you really watch them or not really?

Emma: I have so many stuff on my list that it would take forever to watch them all.
And yeah, it's like a super long list and I just, add, add, add, and just goes on
forever. So I do have a feeling that there is stuff to watch all the time. It's like,
never that I think, Oh, there's nothing to watch. Or maybe I just like those little
trailers, I don't know.

Interviewer: And how carefully do you choose your content? Do you ever binge watch
anything? Just for the sake of binge-watching?

Emma: Uh, no. I'm someone who, when I watch something, I really watch it and I do
not do anything else. I can be on my phone a bit, but not too much because I
really want to see everything that's happening there. And, well, like in two
seconds there might be a clue that's really important later or like a look or
something like a shadow, I don't know. But it's also connected to the fact that I
watch drama shows mostly. So I don't really watch light shows because I think
if it's a dramatic show, I'm like drawn into it more intensely. And I like that
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feeling. So yeah, I mean, I know I can spend like many hours on it, so I try to
choose really carefully. And I also like to watch shows that have won Emmys,
Golden Globes or some other awards. Um, yeah. I usually want to watch
high-quality content that has some artistic value as well.

Interviewer: So you don't binge-watch just for the sake of watching, you choose your
content quite carefully?

Emma: Yeah. I mean, sometimes I'm in a mood of watching something, but if I do not
have a specific show or mood in mind, I might just ended up not watching
anything because I just can choose. And I do something else, like read or
watch YouTube instead

Interviewer: Yeah, okay. And for you, is binge watching more satisfying than watching TV?
Why or why not?

Emma: Yeah, for sure. For me, it's really important that I watch high-quality content
and on TV, it's more like to please more people cause it's like a mass media.
And TV is also like, there's probably only one TV in the house usually, or
maybe two. So if you watch something on TV, you probably do it with
someone else and you know, you have to find something that two people will
like, or three or four and it's kind of hard to choose. And where I live now, I
don't have a TV. When I'm at home with my family, I watch it sometimes with
my family. And it feels pretty nice to have one when I am at home to, you
know, sit there with my family. Although in that case, I don't ever only watch
TV, you know, Ido some stuff on the side. I can do some work or be on my
phone. Yeah. So it's not that much about what I watch. It's just, you know, to
sit there with my family, it's a nice thing to do with them.

Interviewer: Okay. So it's not about the shows or the TV itself.

Emma: Yeah. Yeah. Cause there are some shows that we can watch, you know, the
three of us and then we can say like jokes about it or discuss it. So yeah. We
have stuff to speak about and like on weekends, if it's like Sunday, Sunday
morning and we have breakfast, we always have TV on when we eat, there's
one particular show we watch together every Sunday morning, and it's nice.
Actually, since I only have TV at home, I kind of associate it with home and
family time, which is kind of funny. But it's like a pleasant association.

Interviewer: Yeah, okay. And normally, when you open your streaming platform account,
what do you expect? What do you want to feel or achieve?

Emma: Um, I've said that like three times before, but I really want to feel drawn into
the story. You know, to get a feeling that those people are real and it's like a
real story. I guess I want to be surprised, maybe even shocked sometimes by
the stuff I see. Inspired in a way cause there are some shows with strong
characters or maybe it's even a true story. Like now we're in lockdown, so
there's not much happening, but on the streaming platform, there are so many
stories hidden, so many different lives, different events. If you feel like
laughing, you can have something funny on if you want something dramatic,
like some deep feelings, you can have that too. So just in general, I want to
have like an intense feeling and you know, learn more about life or something.

Interviewer: Do you think your binge watching habits affects your social life? How?

Emma: Yeah. Sometimes, I can definitely say no to a social event and stay inside and
binge-watch. But it's not like I would go if there were no binge-watching. So I
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don't see it as a bad thing. I just know that I like to be on my own, to have
some time at home. And yeah, if I have free time at home, I watch stuff. And
like during the week at work I have to like interact with people and sometimes
I just want to be on my own and be really, really into one story that just flows
and I don't have to do anything. I just follow it. So that's quite nice too. And
yeah, I mean, I wouldn't say it affects my social life. Although, if it did not
exist, I wouldn't have such a fun way to spend time at home. So maybe I would
go out more. But still, when I binge-watch something that I really like, it's not
a waste of time, so I don't feel any shame about that.

Interviewer: Okay. So if there was no binge-watching, what do you think you would do
instead?

Emma: I would definitely read more. I mean, now, I read and binge-watch in waves.
Like there can be one month where I read more and only watch some movies
and no series. And sometimes I binge-watch more. Actually, if it's a good
book, it's kind of the same feeling. So I guess in this way, binge-watching is
similar to reading. Cause there's like one story that you follow and with every
page you're more into it and you develop some feelings for the characters. So
yeah, I would probably read more for those stories and for those intense
feelings.

Interviewer: Great. And do you ever been to us to escape reality? Is that a common
motivation for you?

Emma: Um, yeah. I mean, I wouldn't say I want to escape reality very often, but when
I do, binge-watching is the best way to do it. So if it's like a stressful month,
then there's a high chance I binge watch a lot. It's also useful in those cases
where like something is happening and I have to wait it out. Like I don't have
to do anything, just wait. If I get sick, for example. Or I'm on a long bus ride.
And when I'm stressed to a point where I cannot do anything, it's a great way
to take my mind off it and go somewhere else for a bit.

Interviewer: Okay. So when you are really enjoying a show, is it easy for you to stop or can
it be really difficult?

Emma: Yeah, it can be hard if I'm really enjoying the show. Yeah. Stopping is really
hard. It also kind of depends on the show. Like in some shows, different
episodes are separate stories, but some shows they place like cliffhangers at the
end of every episode. So like, I need to know what happens in the next two
minutes. Um, yeah, it can be really hard. Like sometimes to a point where I
know I shouldn't do it anymore, I know it's kind of unhealthy, I'm getting this
weird vibe. I am not really present in this world anymore. Cause if I want to
escape it, I only want to escape it a little bit, right. But when I watch too much,
at some point I get like lost between two worlds and it gets confusing. But, but
at the same time, the more I watch, the more invested I am too, so it's harder to
stop. And I know how hard it can be for me, so I like have my tricks to make it
easier and to stay away from that feeling.If I have a lot of work or school to
do, I have to control myself and tell myself not to start any shows because I
know if I start, I watch a lot and I spend a lot of time doing it. Or I'll start a
short show because I know once I start, I want to finish it. So I'm like, okay, if
you start and then you have to spend these eight hours doing it, okay, so be it.
But you know, not 30 hours cause it would be like a whole week and a lot of
time spent in a nonproductive way.

Interviewer: Have you ever spent a whole night watching a series?
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Emma: Actually, no, I haven't. . It's never happened to me that I start in the evening
and next thing I know the sun is rising. But I once spent like a week
binge-watching all the time. It was a really long show, many episodes, plot
twists. And I had free time cause I was done with my exams and it was
summer and I had no job at the time. So I would wake up, press play, have a
break to shower and eat, and that's it. I watched the whole day and the whole
week probably. Maybe like seven days in a row doing absolutely nothing but
watching the show. But it's was kind of a life lesson for me because I felt
terrible after I finished and not in a way that I was ashamed, I was just like
really not vibing with the real world. I remember that feeling when I walked
on a street and I went to do something, I felt, so, my life felt so boring. I was
like, oh my God, I don't want to do this, this sucks. And yeah, I was hungover
maybe for three, four, five days. And then it went back to normal, but it felt
horrible. So I try not to do that anymore.

Appendix no. 9: Interview with Henry (transcript)

Interviewer: The goal of this interview is to find out why you binge-watch and how you
feel when you do it. So to start with, I'd like to ask you if you know what the
term binge-watching means, and if you do, could you explain it please?

Henry: It's like a term for when you watch many epsiodes of a show in a short period
of time, like in a row.

Interviewer: Um, yeah, that's great. So, yeah, it's basically when you watch several episodes
of a TV show in one sitting.Could you tell me what are the first three words
that come to your mind when you think of binge watching?

Henry: Netflix, weekend, snacks.

Interviewer: Perfect. And how often do you do binge-watch and how much would you
normally watch in one sitting?

Henry: I think I only binge-watch on the weekends. It depends on how long the
episodes are. And I can maybe do usually like two or three episodes, but I also
like to switch between shows a lot. So like, I can watch three different shows
on a weekend.

Interviewer: So you never have any extreme experiences where you watch all day or all
night?

Henry: I did for sure. But nowadays not that much.

Interviewer: You don't want to do it anymore or it's more like you try not to watch that
much?

Henry: It depends. Like if I get really into a show, I can definitely watch it at one
sitting, but mostly I just don't really have time for it. So it's on the weekends
only pretty much. And I do watch a lot of shows, so I try to like catch up on
this, catch up on that and stuff.

Interviewer: Okay. Yeah. That makes sense. And so when you binge watch what does it feel
like? Can you compare it to any other activity or media?
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Henry: It feels kind of unproductive, but on the other hand it feels good too. I'm not
sure what to compare it to. I think it's a very specific experience because with a
show on TV, usually I'll have maybe like one or two episodes in a row, but
that's about it.

Interviewer: Yeah. That's true. Are your binge-watching sessions usually planned or they
happen by accident?

Henry: I think it really depends on my mood. Like sometimes on a weekend I'm more
in a mood for a movie, it really just depends. Usually it's unplanned because
I'll be like, oh, I will watch one episode of this series. And then there's a
cliffhanger or something that makes me keep going. So I might watch more
episodes, but it's not planned usually.

Interviewer: But still how you said, you only do it on a weekend when you know you have
time, right? So you never do it when you're short on time?

Henry: Yeah. I mean, if I get back from work at six, I can watch like an episode while
making dinner and then maybe one more episode before I go to sleep, but it's
not like I watch six episodes on a weekday, there's just no time. That's the main
reason

Interviewer: Yeah. And do you ever feel like the streaming platform itself encourages you
to binge watch?

Henry: Yeah, I think for sure it's like built for that. There's continue watching tab, of
course, then you have that the next episode starts playing automatically, which
is, which was always on Netflix and HBO added as well a few months ago.
They didn't have like the automatic play before. Yeah, I think it's, I think it's
encouraging just by the fact that it autoplays, but also because it stops on the
second you stop watching. Sometimes I'll stop two minutes in a new episode
and continue right from there next time.

Interviewer: So you feel like those tricks work on you?

Henry: They do work for sure, but like if I know I have to do something, the
mechanism of Netflix won't keep me from doing that. Like, if I want to watch,
I will watch it, and maybe go to sleep one hour later, but if there's something I
need to do, then I'm not going to be stopped by an autoplay of the next
episode.

Interviewer: Yeah, of course. And so how careful you choose what to watch? Do you ever
watch just anything for the sake of binge-watching? Or you always look for
specific content?

Henry: So I have a lot of things on my list, and I usually choose from that. And I have
a lot of stuff in continue watching. So it's usually just based on my mood. And
I think I have a good knowledge of what is on Netflix mostly. So if I'm in a
mood for a reality show, I will just do that or continue watching a movie that
I'm halfway through, or just choose one of the six series that I'm currently
watching. So I think I usually choose from what I already chose and put on my
list. So it's easier for me. I have a lot of titles on there.

Interviewer: So you choose quite fast normally?

Henry: I think so. Sometimes I'm like really picky and I don't want to continue
anything that I have in continue watching, but yeah, it's mostly about my mood
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I would say. It's not that I would click on something completely random,
because that's a waste of my time if I don't even know what it's about.

Interviewer: Yeah. And so for you personally, is binge-watching more satisfying than
watching normal TV?

Henry: Um, I don't own a TV at my flat. And at my parents' home, we do have a TV,
but we don't have like cable or anything. So the TV is only used for Netflix
and HBO and stuff like that, as like a screen pretty much. So it doesn't have
access to the channels. We've had it like that for maybe like five years now. So
I don't really know. What I don't like about TV is that unless you have like the
go back in time feature, you can't choose what you want to watch. It's more
about what's on right now. And then there's commercials on most of the
channels, which I think is the bigges reason why I don't watch TV anymore.
Because I can watch it on demand, like most of the time it's quicker, and more
accessible, and I can do it whenever.

Interviewer: Yeah. And do you feel like there's any way in which TV is better than
streaming platforms?

Henry: I don't really think so. I mean, it's the same thing. It's just like a different
viewing experience maybe. Because if you're watching it at the same time as
like every household everywhere and you can be tweeting about it and watch it
in real time. It's more of an experience then when everyone watches it on the
same weekend, but at different hours and stuff like that. So I think maybe that
is the only thing that's TV specific, playing one thing everywhere at the same
time. So that is like the only advantage. But otherwise it's like, I don't really
see the differences, it's the same medium, just maybe served differently in a
way.

Interviewer: Okay. And so normally when you log into a streaming platform account, what
do you expect? What do you want to feel or achieve?

Henry: I usually know what I'm going for. I'll just go straight to my, continue
watching, maybe check out some new trailers or new movies. For me to start a
new show, it really has to be something that I've been waiting for. So usually if
it's interesting, I'll just save it to my list, which is like endless right now. Um,
but yeah, I think I usually know what I want to watch.

Interviewer: And so is there any particular feeling you're seeking?

Henry: Hm, I don't really like quietness around me most of the time. So if I'm cooking
something, it's just like to kill time and sort of multitask. Cause I feel like if
I'm just cooking, it's just like, why? I can listen to something, like I can listen
to podcasts while I'm doing that. And with Netflix, it's usually like, I don't
really sit down and watch it. I usually do something and watch it at the same
time.

Interviewer: Yeah. And like do ever just watch and do nothing else?

Henry: Yeah, I do, but even if I do that, I usually have like a split screen on my
computer and do something on one half, or I'm like on my phone or something.
I rarely give it like a hundred percent of my attention.

Interviewer: Is there any particular reason for it?
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Henry: Cause I feel less productive and I don't know. It's kind of automatic. Like I turn
Netflix on and I can give it like 80% of my attention, but still I can be like
scrolling social media or replying to an email. Like if I'm watching something
really deep that has a lot of meaning to it, I'm not going to do that because you
need to focus on that. Or if I'm watching something that I'm like super excited
about. I usually just eat when I watch that. But if it's like a sitcom or something
or a rewatch, I don't really need to give it my full attention, so I know I can
work on something while watching.

Interviewer: Yeah. So you still feel like you follow the storyline pretty well?

Henry: I think I do. You might miss something, but I think I'm quite used to
multitasking. Like I've been doing this for a long time and even if I'm writing
something easy for school or for work, I'll have a show on the other side of the
screen maybe, or like listen to a podcast. Okay, I may be doing it for a longer
time then, but it's more enjoyable and I'm just used to doing this.

Interviewer: You've mentioned rewatching. Do you rewatch shows a lot?

Henry: I do for comfort, but it's not that often. Like I do it with Friends, The Office,
and Glee now. But it's usually cause I know the feeling that I'm going to get
from it. But I don't do it as much. There's still so much new stuff to see. And
it's mostly comedies, I wouldn't usually watch a drama again. Because then I
could be watching something new. And if I'm rewatching, it's just cause I
know the warm feeling I'm going to get. So it's usually a comedy or a sitcom.

Interviewer: Yeah. That's very interesting. Do you think your binge-watching affects your
social life in any way?

Henry: I don't think so. Especially after the pandemic, I would definitely go out and
meet someone over sitting alone at home, that's for sure. Cause I've had
enough of that. Especially now, there is not many opportunities to socialize, so
I always prioritize it. Maybe now during the pandemic I actually binge-watch
less than I did before because of that.

Interviewer: Yeah. That's true. And do you ever binge watch to escape reality? Is that a
common motivation for you?

Henry: I mean, yeah, I think so. I used to do that in high school mostly. I watched like
a movie a day for sure. Or I went home from school and just watched stuff. I
think it was mostly like to take me out of the everyday reality. Because
especially in high schools. High school is just so monotone. Now it's better in
university. So I don't think I need as much of escape, but if I feel down like,
yeah, I definitely do it because you need it sometimes.

Interviewer: So if you're feeling sad or stressed, is binge-watching your first choice?

Henry: More if I'm like bored or tired. If I am really sad, I'd rather go for a run to clear
my thoughts or listen to music. So that's different. But I think it's more like if
I'm not feeling like doing anything, that's when I need an escape.

Interviewer: So you do it to kill time basically?

Henry: Yeah, for sure. I mean it's not really killing time. Cause like it's something that
I love to do, I love to watch all the new stuff that's coming out. I'd say it's my
passion, my interest, so it's not really killing time. But I could be more
productive, that's for sure.
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Interviewer: Yeah, of course. And when you really enjoying a show, is it easy for you to
stop watching or can it be really difficult?

Henry: It depends. Like I don't want to be wasting my time on something that I don't
really want to watch, so I wouldn't say it's that hard for me. If I have
something to do, of course I'm not going to watch all day long. And if the
show is not good enough, it's easier because then I can watch something better
and I'm not going to just waste my time on this.
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